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IINTRODUCTION
Scottish literature may be roughly divided into two
5;reat periods, that growing uj around and preceding from
the Wax for Independence, and that of the eighteenth century.
The earlier period, which ended with the triumph of the Re-
formation in Scotland, was the Golden Age of Scottish poetry.
During this period thrived the great national poets of Scotland.
In the fourteenth oentry John Barbour commemorated his country's
great victory over the English at Eannockburn in his long-
narrative poem, the "Brus." Some time later Harry, the Minstrel
-.vrote "Wallace" in which he chronicled at tedious length the
deeds of that hero. Eut Scottish literature was not to develop
independently. The English note was introduced in the early
part of the fifteenth century by James I, who was for sixteen
years a captive in England. His "ICingis Quair" shows clearly
influence of Chaucer; but "Christie Kirk on the Green" is
thoroughly national and rustic and expresses the king's
sympathy with, and understanding of, the common people. Robert
lienryson (1425-1506?) also came under the spell of Chaucer.
Then we have probably the greatest of Burns' s predecessors,
William Dunbar (1460-1530?). "Though the bulk of Dunbar's work
as it has reached us is not large, there is great variety in
his subjects and in his modes of treatment. His range extends
from devotion to buffoonery, from courtly panegyric to
scurrilous invective. And whatever he touches is handled with
the succeas which comes of the poet's complete control of his
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medium of expression" . * This poet with Gavin Douglas and
David Lyndsay brought this period to a close. We see towards
the end of the period a highly artificial style introduced
which shows a strong English influence.
V/ith the Reformation, Scottish poetry "became almost ex-
tinct. The fountains of inspiration were dried up in the heat
of the controversy which the struggle engendered. This re-
ligious revolt brought to Scottish and English Literatures very
different results. Established in England by the crown and
developed under the direction of the aristocracy, it preserved
all the artistic side of Catholicism. English Protestantism
was no. obstacle to the aspirations of the Renaissance toward
a pure love of beauty. It warmed, even, with a most intense
inner flame some of the noblest of these poets. In Scotland,
on the contrary, the movement came from below, from the masses,
ana the new religion received from it a sombre, harsh, demo-
cratic character, jealous of all superiority, of all luxury, and
of all elegance. Then, again, the religious revolut ion , brought
about by the iron hand of the Tudors, took place without social
convulsions. In Scotland, however, it was achieved only at the
price of much bloodshed. Art and poetry became in the eyes of
seclarians only the subtle wiles of the devil. So, while in
England the Renaiseance reached its glorious consummation and
declined; in Scotland, literature underwent a long eclipse. 2
Theological ink and Jacobite blood," says Carlyle, "with gall
1. Millar: "A Lit. History of Scotland." page 55.
2. See Morel: "Jamee Thomson" pages 251-3.
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enough in both cases seemed to have blotted out the intellect of
the country." 1
This state of affaire came to an end in the first quarter
of the eighteenth century with the exhaustion of religious
.
passions and with the more frequent exchange of products and
ideas between the two parts of the island. Literary activities
became one of the forms of protest againdb the stifling narrow-
ness of Presbyterianism. The University of Edinburgh, till that
time a seminary pure and simple for the preparation of candi-
dates for the ministry, began to see in a great number of its
students an awakening of an artistic curiosity and of a search
for, and a love of the beautiful which wrought havoc with
theological studies. And soon, in Scotland herself authors
arose who satisfied the new desire of the Scottish soul.
In the first half of the eighteenth century, the literary
conditions of England and Scotland were very different. While
the English school was exhausted after the overwhelming flood
of poets and the debauch of imagination of the Renaissance and
had become sceptical with Pope and flippantly denied the high
and noble aspirations of poetry; the literary spirit in Scotland
on the contrary, was almost entirely new. After a long lethargy
it returned to life with the inexperiences and the curiosities,
with the simple and fre3h sincerity of youth. The Anglicized
Scottish School took for their models not so much Addison or
Pope, as the great poet3 of an earlier time, Shakespeare,
1. Carlyle : "Essay on Burns" page 883.
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Speneer and Milton
.
And we should also remember that if the
English literature of that time was essentially urban, the
Scottish writers were in intimate contact with nature and lived
in the midst of grandiose or laughing landscapes of an infinite
variety and of an infinite charm.
The Scottish poets of the century can be divided into
two schools; the Anglicized school of which James Thomson was
the representative par excellence , and which was influenced by
an earlier English tradition; and the Vernacular school, which
used the vernacular and revived that which was best In the old
Scottish literary tradition.
The Scottish poetic product was different from the
prevailing poetry of England and in so far as it was so, it
helped revive and modify the English product. The Scottish
poets did much to further the revolt against pseudo-classicism
in England and to reopen the fountains of poetic inspiration.
The purpose of this thesis is to describe the Scottish poetic
current of the eighteenth century and to show that it was a
vital contribution to the English literature of the period.

ICHAPTER I
ALLAN RAMSAY
In Edinburgh in the early part of the Eighteenth Century,
there lived a jolly wig-maker who had a decidedly literary turn of
mind. Hie place of business was the favorite resort of the sociable
and learned gentlemen and of the wits of the town. A dapper little
fellow was this "perruquier" with a jolly face and a lively sense
of comedy accompanied by a goodly amount of Scottish shrewdness.
His comments on literature were received with respect; for Allan
Ramsay was already a popular local poet,
Ramsay's poems were written mostly in the vernacular and were
preeminently Scottish in flavor. He, himself, was intensely
patriotic, he was a Jacobite, in fact, and was strenuously opposed
to the union with England. Nourished on the traditions of the
older Scottish poets, he wrote vernacular poetry which is surpris-
ingly free from the conventional coldness of the Pseudo-classicists,
and which reflects the natural beauties of the Scottish landscape.
This fidelity to nature resulted, in part, from his early
surroundings. He was born on October 15, 1686, in Leadhills, a
village in the upper ward of Lanarkshire and in the very heart of
the bleak and healthy Lowther Hills, "where the head-waters of
Glengonnar, Elvan, and the grand Mennock rise and trend on opposite
8 ides to the fertile valleys of the Clyde and the Nith. The
romantic defile of the Enterkin and the equally grand pass of
Mennock — the highway from old Strathclyde into Pictish Galloway —
are near to the west. High, isolated, pastoral, and romantic, this
moorland spot was a fit place for the birth and upbringing of a

38ueceptible youth, destined to note and to paint rural manners
and the unvisited scenery of the recesses and the uplands of his
native land". 1 The youth was educated at the Crawford village
school where he was initiated into the mysteries of the three R'e
and acquired a smattering of Latin as well.
When Ramsay was fifteen his mother died and his step-father
apprenticed him to an Edinburgh wig-maker. In due time he became
a master of his craft and set up his own shop in the city. In
1712 he married Catherine Ross and a little later joined the
Jacobite "Easy Club" and began writing poetic effusions for their
applause and entertainment. After 1715 he wrote at frequent inter-
vals and issued his poems as penny broadsides. He soon abandoned
wig-making for the more dignified trade of book-selling. By this
time he had made such a number of friends and had acquired such a
reputation that there was a great demand for the edition of his
poems published in 1731, and he cleared four hundred pounds from
the venture. Three years later, Ramsay issued the first volume
of "The Tea Table Miscellany". In 1725 "The Gentle Shepherd" made
its appearance and was followed by several other poems of lesser
importance. He wrote almost nothing after 1730 because he was
afraid of dimming the fame that was already his. His life was
uneventful. He was a robust, self-satisfied, jolly little man and
lived in quiet contentment surrounded by his family and friends.
He died at Edinburgh in 1758 and was buried in the Old Greyfriars
churchyard where there is a monument to his memory.
1. Veitch "The Feeling for Nature in Scottish Poetry."
Vol. II, page 35.

5The beet of Ramsay's poetry was written in the vernacular.
The poems written in English are imitations of the most convention-
al of Eighteenth Century conventionalism and are so insipid as to
be of little interest or significance. "While Ramsay in his
English poems, imitated as best he could the cultivated rhetoric
of Pope, in those written in his native dialect, he was forced to
be plain and homely. And so, not through superior purity of taste,
but by force of circumstances, Ramsay drew from the poetry of the
Sixteenth Century all that was wholesome for his own age and
rejected what would have been poisonous." ^
Much of Ramsay's importance in the history of Scottish
poetry is due to the time of his work. He appeared after a long
period of literary sterility and when Scotland seemed in danger of
becoming thoroughly Anglicized and of losing her national character-
istics. Intensely Scottish in his tastes and sympathies, he
revived interest in the older Scottish poets and, by introducing
the vernacular anew, he started a new literary tradition which was
to flower in Burns and Sir Walter Scott. His poetry reached no
high degree of excellence. The sublime and the beautiful were
equally unkown to him. His was a shrewd, commonplace, plodding
muse who was fully alive to the humour of the life around her.
It is in the portrayal of low life in a satirical, comic,
or broadly humourous way that Ramsay is at his best. Although
rather disgusting in their homely realism, for broad, riotous
fun, the two additional cantos he added to "Christ's Kirk on the
1. Walker. "Three Centuries of Scottish Poetry." Vol. II.
page 8.

Green" have rarely been surpassed. They "are characteristic of
one aspeot of the age and of the race — grimy, squalid, and coarse;
full of what is known as realism , but lacking that touch of genius
which a Burns might have supplied and in whose absence the spirit
of gaiety has evaporated and mirth has sunk into gross and un-
redeemed buffoonery." 1 His four mock-elegies are little master-
pieces of their kind. All refer to people of humble station,
"Maggy Johnston," who kept an aleshouse at Bruntsfield Links,
"Lucky Wood," who kept a tavern in the Canongate, "Patie Birnie,"
"the famous fiddler of Kinghorn," and "John Cowper," the Kirk-
Treasurer^ man who is the church's agent de moeure in Edinburgh.
The first two, as one would imagine, are full of reminders of
those convivial times when drunkeness was common to many and not
damaging to the reputation of any. The "Elegy on John Cowper"
excells in the mordant and sardonic flavoring mixed with a glimpse
of low life. The humour is too broad, however, to render
quotation from it possible. "This series of mock-heroics, with
those of Alexander Pennecuick, are unique in Scottish and perhaps
in any literature. From the nature of the subjects, the humour
is broader and more incisive than that of their elegiao pre-
decessors in Watson's "Collection," and some of the most caustically
satirical pieces more than foreshadow those of Burns. With other
pieces in similar vein, on street characters and incident, they
were 30ld as half-penny or penny broadsides, and those now
preserved form together a wonderfully realistic representation of
some of the outstanding characteristics of a central phase of
1. Millar: "A Literary History of Scotland." page 389

5Edinburgh life in the eighteenth century." 1
As a satirist, Ramsay is rather heavy. He had but a scanty
supply of the wit which marks the best satire. His redeeming
feature is a broad and felicitous humour. He could not say smart
things ; but he could depict a humorous situation or episode as
happily as anyone of his time. One of his best satires is "The
Last Speech of a Wretched Miser." Here his humour is grim and
sardonic
.
"0 gear '. I held ye lang the gither
For you I starved my guid auld mither
And to Virginia sauld my hither,
And crushed my wife
;
But now I'm gawn, I kenna whither,
To leave my life i
"My life '. My god t My spirit yearns,
Not on my kindred, wife, or bairns, —
Sic are but very laigh concerns
Compared with thee;
When now this mortal rottle warns
Me I maun die."
An even stronger satire is "Lucky Spenee'e Last Advice,"
which marks the high tide of Allen Ramsay's genius. The old Scots
world of license, which the church so zealously sought to crush,
and in reality helped to sustain, by its too rigorous discipline,
is no where mirrored by so punctual a fidelity to fact as in this
1. "The Cambridge History of English Literature." Vol.
IX, Page 409-10.

6sordid and gloomy, but wonderful essay in dramatic satire." 1
Ramsay's "Fables and Tales" published in 1732 show some
dramatic ability. The fables were based on those of La Fontaine,
La Motte, and John Gay, but in many cases the story is made a
native Scottish product. Of his metrical tales, "The Lure" is
probably the finest. It is a satirical fable which:
"shews plainly
That carnal minds attempt but vainly
Aboon this laigher warId to mount,
While slaves of satan."
A great service to Scottish literature was performed by
Ramsay as an editor of Old Scottish Songs and Poems. In the
"Evergreen, n a collection of Scots poems, wrote by the ingenious
before 1600," appear selections from the great writers of Scottish
vernacular. "The Tea Table Miscellany" contains many songs
written by Ramsay or his friends, together with those of older
origin. To be sure, Ramsay took what would now be considered as
unwarranted liberties with his texts. He changed and modernized
the verse and in many cases robbed it of its true flavor. But the
duties of a modern editor towards his text were unknown then and
Allen Ramsay deserves muoh praise for stimulating in his country-
men an interest in their older poets, for preserving many songs
that would otherwise be lost, and for cultivating literary tastes
in Scotland which Burn's native genius was so qualified to
satisfy.
Many Scotchmen have been Ramsay's equal or superior as a
1. Millar: "A Literary History of Scotland" Page 393.

7writer of songs. He was not sufficiently gifted to rise often
above the commonplace. No powerful emotions were ever his and
that passionate lyrical cry which was so common to Burns was
utterly foreign to him. He never had those painful experiences
out of which true songs are born; for as Shelley says
"Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought."
Some of his songs, however, merited the popularity which they
attained. "The Lass of Patie's Mill" is a dainty little lyric:
"The Lass of Patie's Mill
So bonny, blithe and gay,
In spite of all my skill
She stole my heart away.
When tedding of the hay,
Bareheaded on the green,
Love midst her locks did play,
And wanton' d in her e'en."
In "Bessy Bell and Mary Gray," the difficulty of choosing between
two beauties is delicately portrayed. With the love song, Ramsay
is rarely very successful. The lover's farewell to his beloved,
he expresses most aptly in "Lochaber No More." In my opinion hie
be9t and tenderest love song is "An Thou Were My Ain Thing."
The refrain is especially good and would be worthy of Burns:
"An thou were my ain thing,
I would love thee, I would love thee:
And thou were my ain thing
How dearly would I love thee."
Ramsay's greatest poetic achievement was "The Gentle

8Shepherd." The critics generally agree that this pastoral drama
is the best in the English language and is worthy of being ranked
with the "Aminta" of Tasso, and with the "Pastor Fidor" of
Guarini. The pastoral had long been the most conventional form of
poetry. It had become insufferably artificial in the hands of Pope
and his school. Ramsay, therefore, deserves great credit for
refusing to be influenced by his contemporaries and for daring to
be natural. He painted nature and rural life as it was to be found
in the Scotland of his time and not as it might have been in some
distant, dreamy, golden age. He states hie own principles thus:
"The Scottish poet must paint his own country's scenes and his
own cuuntry's life, if he would be true to his office. The
morning rises in the poet's description as she does in the Scottish
horizon; we are not carried to Greece and Italy for a shade, a
stream, or a breeze; the groves rise in our own valleys, the rivers
flow from our own fountains and the winds blow upon our own hills. "1
The plot of "The Gentle Shepherd" is very simple. Patie,
a bright, frank shepherd lad loves Peggy and enjoys her love in
return. His friend Roger, however, despairs of ever winning
Jenny. By following Patie's shrewd advice he soon brings Jenny to
confess her love for him. The shepherd community is electrified
with the news of the speedy return of their old master, Sir
William Worthy. To their festivities, Sir William comes as a
fortune-teller and predicts to Patie that he is soon to become
wealthy, and when he reveals himself, Patie learns he is his only
son, whom he left in Symon's care when he was driven into exile at
Quoted in Smeaton's "Allen Ramsay", page 91.

9the execution of Charles I. Peggy ia grief-stricken until she is
assured by Patie of the constancy of his love. Old Mause solves
the difficulty by proving that Peggy is also of gentle birth and
is in reality Sir William's own niece. Thus the last bar between
their love is removed and their joy is complete. This plot might
be considered stereotyped and conventional; but such an incident
could easily have happened in the stormy days of Cromwell and the
simplicity and naturalness of the treatment should absolve Ramsay
from the charge of artificiality.
The characters of the pastoral are genuine Scottish
peasants. Unlike most pastoral poets, Ramsay makes his shepherds
like peasants and not like profound philosophers. The actions, too,
are "part of the normal life of the people. The clothes-washing
scene between Peggy and Jenny is as simple and true as that which
Homer paints from a still more primitive society. In the con-
versation between Gland and Symon in the first scene of the second
act, Ramsay enters into the details of the peasants' life with the
confidence of one to whom it is familiar. The ' peat ingle," the
'divot seat, 1 the 'ham resting in the nook', are things to be found
nearer than Arcadia. The harsher features of the shepherd's life
are softened, as in a pastoral comedy they ought to be, yet they
are not ignored. We hear of'blashy thows,' and of evil storm and
flood, but are not brought face to face with them. The atmosphere
is one of humble plenty and content." *
The charm of the pastoral arises, in part from the carefully
1. Walker: "Three Centuries of Scottish Literature."
Vol. II, Page 10-11.
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handled contrasts, from the interest each type inspires in its
opposite. Patie's "well-balanced manliness and justifiable pride"
find an excellent foil in Roger's awkwardness, depression, and
bashfulness in the presence of Jenny , "Peggy* s piquant lovable-
ness and maidenly joy in the knowledge of Patie's love is further
brought out by the oontrast with Jenny's affected dislike to the
opposite sex to conceal the real state of her feelings toward
Roger. Minor contrasts are present, too, in the faithfulness of
Patie to Peggy as compared with the faithlessness of Bauldy to
Neps."
The characters are differentiated with a master hand and
are such as one might actually have met at that time. A few
quick incisive strokes enable Ramsay to draw characters which have
reality and individuality. We admire "Patie • s cheery bonhomie and
vivacious nature" and his respect for learning. "Peggy is altogether
charming — a lovely, pure souled, healthful, sport-loving maiden,
with enough of her sex's foibles in her to leave her a very woman,
yet with as few faults as it is possible for human nature to be
without. One of the most delightful heroines in pastoral poetry is
PeSgy Jenny's prudish airs and affected
dislike to the sterner sex are delicately yet incisively portrayed;
while the staunch fidelity of Symon, the cheery chirpiness of
Gland, the bucolic ingorance and superstition of Bauldy, the
cankered impatience of Madge, a spinster against her will, and the
pathetic, age-worn weariness of Mause are depicted with the assured
hand of a master." 2
1. Smeaton: "Allen Ramsay? Page 138.
2. Smeaton: "Allen Ramsay." Page 139.
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The 8entiment3 and passions in "The Gentle Shepherd" are
simple and elemental and are portrayed with an admirable delicacy,
hardened must he be who can fail to be touched by the womanliness
of Peggy's defence of wifehood and motherhood:
"Yes, it's a heart some thing to be a wife
When round the ingle-edge young sprouts are rife.
Gif I'm sae happy, I shall hae delight
To hear their little plaints, and keep them right.
Now, Jenny '. can there greater pleasure be,
Than see sic wee tots toolying at your knee;
When a 1 they ettle at, their greatest wish,
Is to be made of, and obtain a kiss?
Can there be toil in tenting day and night
The like of them, when love makes care delight?"
We grieve with Peggy's gentle grief when she feels the bar of her
lover's noble birth. Assured of his constant love, she beautifully
expresses her love and steadfastness and her patience to wait
until fortune permits their marriage:
"With every setting day and rising morn,
I'll kneel to heaven and ask thy safe return;
Under the tree and on the suckler hae,
Where aft we wont, when bairns, to rin and play;
And to the hizel-shaw, where first you vow'd
Ye wad be nine, and I as eithly trow f d
I'll aften gang, and tell the trees and flowers,
Wi' joy, that they'll bear witness I am yours." 1
1. "The Gentle Shepherd." Act IV, Scene II.
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Nature is not described in detail as it is with Thomson
but it is made the background of the poem. The short prologues
to the scenes give the natural setting:
"A flowrie howm between two verdant haes,
Where lasses use to wash and spread their claiths,
A troting burnie wimpling through the ground,
Its ohannel peebles shining smooth and round. n ^
Ramsay does not unduly prolong the descriptions of scenery; but
they are there as the ground-work of the piece, constantly re-
curring, well woven into the progress of the incidents; and truer
or more apt pictures of certain aspects of Scottish landscape, we
have not in the language. Ramsay overleaps the garden limits, so
common and tiresome in the older poets, goes out into the meadows,
the fields, and the pastoral moorlands; daunders by the burn, climbs
the hillside, and tells us what he finds there at first hand —
what the eye see3 and the ear hears — and tells it so deftly, so
briefly often, that a few lines contain a complete picture. His
painting is thoroughly realistic, taken straight from nature, and
yet it is completely typical of the scene. Ramsay first revealed
the power and the beauty of the lowland and pastoral landscape of
Scotland." 2
The kinds of scenery painted by Ramsay are limited to the
softer aspects of the landscape. "The sterner side of Scottish
nature he neither knew nor felt. Ramsay was quite at home by the
side of the trotting, wimpling burnie; he would hardly have followed
1, Prologue of Act 1, Scene II. Ibid.
2. Veitch: "The Feeling for Nature in Scottish Poetry."
Vol. II. Page 38-39.
If
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it with equal delight to its wild source — through, say, the
peat-bogs of Winterhope to where the crags beetle and the mists
hover over the dark grey waters of Lock Skine." ^
Very apt is Burns' characterization of Ramsay:
"Thou paints auld Nature to the nines,
In thy sweet Caledonian lines;
Na gowden stream thro* myrtles twines,
Where Philomel,
While nightly breezes sweep the vines
Her griefs will tell
S
"In gowany glens thy burnie strays,
Where bonnie lasses bleach their claes;
Or trots by hazelly shaws and haes
Wi' hawthorns grey
Where blackbirds join the shepherd lays
At close o* day." ^
Ramsay can never be ranked as a great poet but he deserves
an honorable place among the British bards, not only because of his
historical importance, but also because of the artistic value of
his own work. He made several distinct contributions to English
literature. A broad rollicking humour permeates hie poetry to an
unusual degree and his best work shows a remarkable freedom from
pseudo-clas3ical conventionality and restraint. He led the way in
the return to nature which reached its consummation in Wordsworth.
1. Ibid, page 36.
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He used nature much aa the ballad writers. It was a normal back-
ground to be felt rather than minutely described and philosophized
about. Rural life is skillfully, realistically and sympathetically
portrayed in "The Gentle Shepherd" and this was a fresh current in
the almost uniformly urban stream of Pope's age. Ramsay is
intensely patriotic and nationalistic and his poetry has a distinct
Scottish flavor. Scottish customs and characters are well depicted,
especially the Scottish peasant. As an editor he revived and
stimulated interest in the grand old poets, Makaris, of Scotland,
and preserved many songs which might otherwise have been lost. In
adopting the vernacular, he restored its lost prestige and paved
the way for his greater successors. The debt of Ferguseon and
Burns to Ramsay for reclaiming vernacular literature, for his
skillful versification in the dialect, and for preparing the
tastes of the people for what it was to be their genius to give,
is almost incalculable.
"if
'
Il
'
—
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CHAPTER II
JAMES THOMSON
While Allan Ramsay ' a" Gentle Shepherd 11 contained many touches
of modern nature poetry, his conception and delineation of nature
were very limited. Only the landscape of the pastoral poet is
painted. To James Thomson, however, belongs the distinction of
being the first poet of nature in the modern sense of the term.
And as such English literature owes him an incalculable debt of
gratitude; for without him, Cowper and Wordsworth would hardly have
been possible. Nature poetry gave philosophy and art alike a new
field of endeavor. Nature became a fresh and abiding source of
wonder, of attractiveness and of solace. He is, in fact, the dis-
coverer of a new world of aesthetic and spiritual perceptions.
Nature, with him, is loved, studied and described purely for her
own sake.
Much that is distinctive in Thomson's poetry is due to his
early surroundings. He was born in Roxburgshire in 1700 and a
little later his father moved to the parish of Southdean, which is
near the Cheviot Hills on the upper stream of the "sylvan Jed."
Thus from earliest childhood, he saw around him nature in such
varied forms of beauty and grandeur as only Scottish landscapes
afford. He attended school at Jedburgh and at fifteen he was sent
to the university of Edinburgh to prepare for taking orders in the
church. Even here he was not quite out of touch with nature.
Literary tastes were being cultivated in the clubs of which Allan
Ramsey was a most conspicuous member, and nature poetry was be-
ginning, under his leadership, to come again into vogue. There
was an outburst of nature poetry in blank verse among the Edinburgh
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students of this day. Mallet and Armstrong were writing this
kind of verse and Riccaltoun's poem, "A Winter's Day" awakened
Thomson, and inspired him to attempt "The Seasons."
Giving over the idea of becoming a Scottish minister,
Thomson, in 1725, went to London, and henceforth his life centers
in this city. In 1736, he published "Winter." The success of
the poem was decided and prompt. A few of the critics were the
only persons who hesitated in giving their approbation. And
even their approval was not long withheld. The second edition of
"Winter" was brought out soon afterwards. This edition is of
interest because its preface contains the poetical platform of
Thomson. "Although there may seem some appearance of reason for
the present contempt of it," he writes of poetry, "yet that any
man should seriously declare against that divine art is really
amazing. It is - - - affronting the universal taste of mankind,
and declaring against what has charmed the listening world from
Moses down to Milton. - - - That there have been frequent and
notorious abuses of poetry is true - - - let her exchange her low,
venal, trifling subjects for such as are fair, useful, and mag-
nificent. - - - Nothing can have better influence towards the
revival of poetry than the choosing of great and serious subjects.
- - - Poets and readers should return to the study of nature too
long neglected. - - - See the best poets both ancient and modern.
Whence did they derive their inspiration? They have been
passionately fond of retirement and solitude: the wild, romantic
country was their delight." ^
1. Quoted in Morel: "James Thomson" page 63, note 3.
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The next year he wrote "Summer;" the following year "Spring"
appeared and in 1730, he finished "Autumn" and published "The
Seasons" complete. Earlier in this year, hie first tragedy
"Sophonieba" was acted at Drury Lane Theatre. Its reception was
gratifying to the author; it had a ten nights 1 run and the right
of publication was purchased by Millar for L137,
Not long afterwards we find Thomson making a tour of Europe
as tutor of Lord Talbot's son. He seems singularly unappreciat ive
of the beauties of the countries visited. He has that super-
ciliousness common to Englishmen traveling abroad which always
finds something at home superior to anything of note met with.
The poetical result of his tour could easily be dispensed with.
Undoubtedly "Liberty" is the dullest poem he ever wrote. The
critics are unanimous in condemning it as somniferous and tedious.
"The poem is a tiresome dissertation on the thesis that Liberty
is the source of all prosperity for nations, and that Great Britian
alone is likely to prove permanently worthy of her blessings." ^
He took up his abode in 1736 in a house in Kew Lane, Rich-
mond, and this was his home until his death. His circle of friends
had been gradually widening. Pope was never too busy not to
welcome a visit from him. He was frequently a guest of Lord
Lyttleton at Hagley Park. Quin, the great actor, David Mallet,
Aaron Hill, Collins, William Pitt, and other notables were proud
to be numbered among his friends.
In spite of his improved financial circumstances, Thomson
was far from idle at Richmond Hill. In 1737 his tragedy
"Agamemnon" was played at Drury Lane. Two years later he completed
1. Macaulay: "James Thomson", page 173.
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another drama "Edward and Eleonora" which failed to pass by the
public censor. Then in conjunction with David Mallet, he wrote
the "Masque of Alfred" which was performed before the Prince of
Wales and a large assemblage of the aristocracy. In 1744 he
published his last revised edition of "The Seasone" and a year
later his best tragedy, "Tancred and Sigismunda," was acted at
Drury Lane. With "The Castle of Indolence" and the tragedy
"Coriolanus , " his literary career was brought to an end. He died
at Richmond in August 1749. "The greatest pain Thomson ever gave
to his fellow creatures" - - - so it was written on a votive tablet
erectea to his memory in his own garden - -"was that of his death."
Collins beautifully showed his friendship for the deceased by
writing an ode interpreting Thomson's spirit;
"In yonder ' grave a Druid lies,
Where slowly winds the stealing wave '.
The year' 8 best sweets shall duteous rise,
To deck its poet's sylvan grave 1.
"Long, long thy stone and pointed clay
Shall melt the musing Briton' s eyes :
'Oh' vales and wild woods', shall he say,
'In yonder grave your Druid lies '. • "
In considering Thomson's literary output as a whole, one is
impressed with the great inequality of its merit. Between
"Liberty" on the one hand, and "The Castle of Indolence" on the
other, there seems an impassable barrier - - it is almost incredible
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that the same poet in hie maturity could have written both. And
strange to say, their author considered "Liberty" his noblest
achievement. Thomson failed to estimate correctly the limits of
his own powers, he was constantly attempting that for which he
was unfitted. His reputation must ever rest on his nature poetry;
yet nature isn't treated even superficially in more than a fourth
of his verse. His most important work is "The Seasons" and his
most exquisite piece of literary craftmanship is "The Castle of
Indolence"; but all the poetry produced between these two, one the
product of his youth and the other the light touches of his
maturity, could, with the exception of a few of his songs, be
destroyed without English literature being much the loser.
In "The Castle of Indolence" we find Thomson's most artistic
work. The poem was begun in playfulness at least fifteen years
before its completion. Continually twitted by his friends for his
idleness, he laughingly declared he was no more indolent than they
and began to write sketches of them in Spenserian stanzas to
illustrate his statement. These sketches suggested the Castle with
all its easy voluptuous surroundings.
"In "The Castle of Indolence," he has poured out the whole
soul of indolence, diffuse, relaxed, supine, dissolved into a
voluptuous dream, and surrounded himself with a set of objects and
companions to entire unison with the listlessness of his own
temper." ^
Two cantos of almost equal length make up the poem. The
first describes the regions of the Castle, its inhabitants and
1. Nicoll: "Landmarks of English Literature", page 198.
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the magician, his song and his wiles. This canto is much superior
to the second which seems merely a concession to the didactic
spirit of his time. The pleasures of indolence are only too
delightfully described for a moral age - it must see this magician
overthrown and the virtues of Industry duly magnified and praised.
This could not have been as congenial a task for a poet as that of
describing the dreamy Castle, but Thomson, nevertheless, con-
scientiously did his duty by his generation, and he made fairly
good poetry out of it at that.
In the first fifteen stanZas of the poem especially, a subtler
powerful impression, and one of rare artistic quality makes itself
felt. The stanzas, the lines, even the words concur in giving
birth to a physical sensation of repose, of langour, and of soft
voluptuousness. The landscape and personages are steeped in a
vaporous atmosphere which dims the lines and melts the shadows, so
much so that they are at the same time true to the reality of nature
and imaginary as the visions of a dream. 1 The work is one of
those in which the style of the workman is worth much more than the
material worked. Its details, the freshness and elegance of its
ornaments, and its style, give the poem a place among the pure
masterpieces of English poetry.
iven in "The Castle of Indolence" Thomson remains a great
descriptive poet. In this work of fleeting dreams and chimerical
visions, examples of precise paintings, with fixed colors and
outlines clearly drawn are not absent. Not in the best word-
1. Morel's treatment of this poem in his volume, "James
Thomson", pages 605-636, is followed very closely here, and in
many places he is freely translated.
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paintings of Cowper or VJordeworth can be found a landscape which
appears to us more clearly drawn than does this "land of drowsy-
head," this valley surrounded by forests wherein voluptuously and
listlessly reclines the Castle. "Throughout the poem we find
pictures of scenery wonderfully powerful in their idealization and
charmingly musical." 1
The imitation of Spenser is in no sense slavish. The poet
seems to have caught the spirit of the old master and to have
beautifully incorporated it in his poem. The allegory is carried
out in the true Spenserian manner; there are the same kinds of
personifications, and the characters are as shadowy and as unreal
as those in "The Fairie Queene." He most closely approaches
Spenser, however, in the deliberate movement and varied melody
of his stanza.
Thomson is most influential and at his best as a nature
poet; and "The Seasons" will always remain his masterpiece. He
learned to know nature, not from books, but from first hand
observation. He wrote with his eyes "steadily fixed upon his
object." With the publication of "The Seasons," nature poetry in
the modern meaning of that word, was introduced into English
literature. "Nature is loved and studied and described purely for
her own sake. There is very little use of natural facts as
similies for human qualities, and there is practically no use of
the pathetic fallacy. The effect of nature on the man, sensitive
to her high ministrations is represented as two-fold. In the first
1. Veitch: "The Feeling for Nature in Scottish Poetry."
Vol. II, page 15.
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place and chiefly, she storms his senses with her ravishing
delights. She gives him pleasure of the most rich and varied sort
She enchants him with color and harmony and perfume. These
pleasures are, however, of the eye and ear. They do not touch
the deeper joys of the heart. Of the appeal of nature to the soul
of man, in the true Wordsworthian sense, Thomson knew but little.
Yet occasional passages indicate that he had received from nature
gifts higher than that of mere external, sensuous enjoyment. He
attributes to nature in at least a partially Wordsworthian sense,
the power of soothing, elevating, and instructing." 1
"Still let my song a nobler note assume,
And sing the infusive force of Spring on man;
When heaven and earth, as if contending, vie
To raise his being, and serene his soul,
Can he forbear to join the general smile
Of nature? Can fierce passions vex his breast
While every gale is peace, and every grove
Is melody. "
^
Thomson's is a transitional figure in nature poetry. He
approached nature mainly from an objective point of view. In
him we find the connecting link between Milton, " a lover of natur<
less for her own sake than for the echoes of poetry and music whicl
she aroused in him (who) felt in her being the heath of an animat-
ing and sustaining creative paver;" 2 ancL Wordsworth for whom
1. Reynolds: "Nature in English Poetry", page S6-97,
2. Cambridge History of English Literature . Vol . X, page
113.
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nature was personified and almost human, and was a fountain from
whioh flowed a noble, elevating philosophy of life.
Thomson's conception of nature is much more objective than
Wordsworth's. He combines the simplicity of observation seen in
the early balladist (the aesthetic attitude toward nature) with
that of the philosophical and contemplative thinker. Believing
nature to be the expression, even the embodiment of a power
beyond her, he does not, at the same time, so to speak, energise
his metaphysical idea as Wordsworth did," ^
The first complete edition of "The Seasons" was published
in 1730, and the last revised one in 1744. The portrayal of the
changes in the aspects of nature due to the different seasons
gives the poem a certain unity of design. While the didactic
portions and the sentimental episodes may be thought of as merely
giving the work variety and saving it from becoming monotonous.
"'Winter' describes the gradual progress of the season, from wind
and rain to snow storms, from snow to frost, and from frost to
thaw; 'Summer 1 sets before us the progress of a day from sunrise
to midnight; and 'Spring' displays the influence of the season
upon the natural world, in regular ascent from the lower to the
higher spheres: 'Autumn' alone can, with any justice, be said to be
incoherent. But the advantage of regularity is to a great extent
lost in all these poems by diffuseness and digressions; and in so
far as each poem produces an impression of unity, this is chiefly
by virtue of the accumulation of scenes harmonized to a particular
tone, and representing in various forms the same characteristics
1. Bayne : "James Thomson," page 18.
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of external nature." 1
"'Winter' is on the whole the moat successful of the fuur
poems in producing a single harmonious impression, though this
was to some extent marred by the numerous additions. It is the
only poem of the series in 7/hich the season is successfully
personified."
The most notable of our poet's gifts is his pictorial
power. There is a rich abundance of clearly drawn and finished
pictures in "The Seasons, n which stand out as vividly and as true
to nature as if drawn on canvas. His landscapes are never mere
word catalogues. They are always suggestive and give the reader,
to a limited extent, that which the poet himself felt. A remarkable
largeness and breadth of view is his. The scenes are never
localized or particularized - - they are given in masses and in
generalized form. In this he is in marked contrast with Cowper
who always paints the particular scene which is very familiar to
him and builds up his delicate and beautiful pictures by patiently
adding one detail after another." While "Thomson's effects
depend usually upon the power of creating a vivid impression by a
3few rapid touches."
Thomson loved nature in her simplest aspects; yet so broad
was the sweep of his conception of her, that in his descriptions
we find her portrayed in almost a universal way. The storms are
described as well as the sunshine, the mountains and gigantic
forests as well as the delicately beautiful flowers. The atmosphere
f
1. Macaulay: "James Thomson", page 106-107.
3. Macaulay: "James Thomson", page 123, 130
3. Bayne : "James Thomson."
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and sky are described in all their happy changes. There are but
few descriptions of the sea to be found in "The Seasons." The
poet seems always impressed with its violent or melancholy
character. The sun brings out on its surface only dire re-
flections such as it causes in the desert. Thomson's sea is not
varied as it is in nature. The poet sees it only under its
terrible aspects. 1
Thomson loved also the simple beauties of the earth, the
great plains covered with grass, and the wheat fields waving with
the breath of the wind. He knows and reproduces the charms of
these landscapes, whose uniformity has also its grandeur. He has
seen them and shovrs them to us in all their different aspects. It
is in the descriptions of the temperate and mild scenes of England
that he finds his happiest inspiration. And yet other moods are
tellingly portrayed. In the following painting of the plain, seen
in the evening in the dead of winter, the phenomena observed give
more than a picture, they awaken a sensation of crisp iciness:
"Loud rings the frozen earth, and hard, reflects
A double noise; while at his evening watch,
The village dog deters the nightly thief;
The heifer lows; the distant waterfall
Swells in the breeze; and with the hasty tread
Of traveller, the hollow-sounding plain
Shakes from afar." 2
1. Morel is closely followed or translated.
3. "Winter", page 733-738.
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Man is always present in the observations of the poet.
Thomson shows us what the influence of the phenomena described is
on the fortune and life of human beings; but he shows us rarely
enough, in the midst of diverse landscapes, the human actor who
legitimately belongs there. In this respect he remains one with
his own time. The Eighteenth Century had neither its Wordsworth,
nor its George Sand, nor its Millet. But however scant the
picturesque descriptions are in Thomson, it is in his poem,
nevertheless, that one can best find the promise of that in-
spiration which was to furnish the art of our century some of its
strongest and most original works. ^
This ability of Thomson to see all and to paint all has two
advantages. It makes for the unity of the poem and prevents it
from breaking up into a series of little independent and separate
pictures; and it establishes under the diversity of its aspects,
the permanence of nature which is the hero of the poem. Thomson
brings into his descriptions of the most barren or least pictures-
que landscapes a breadth of touch and a sincere sympathy which
save these parts of his work from dryness and monotony.
The younger generation of English poets showed Thomsons
influence to a marked degree. Collins, who wrote a beautiful ode
to his memory, and Gray and the rest abound in reminescences of
the elder poet. His influence extended down to later times.
Wordsworth owed much to n The Seasons," and Cowper was probably
incited to write nature poetry by his example. "The Castle of
1. See "Spring", pages 34T47, 169-171, 211-216, 831-840;
"Summer", pages 351-411, 498-569, "Autumn", 1222-1230, "Winter"
617-638.
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Indolence" added magic to Keats' verse; and its atmosphere is
found again in "The Lotus Eaters" of Tennyson, who had Thomson
for his earliest model.
Thomson was also very influential abroad. His "Seasons"
it
became popular at once in France. Madame de Stael preferred him
to Petrarch and Madame Roland took a copy of "The Seasons" with
her for consolation in prison. He excited a marked influence
over the great Buffon; and as for Rousseau, one can hardly
exaggerate the part Thomson's work had in the developement of
his genius, or at least, in the inspiration of his literary work.
Be it directly, or he it through the intermediary of Rousseau,
Thomson has, indeed, had a considerable influence on French
literature. This is shown by the number of imitations of "The
Seasons," "les Saisons" of Leonard, "les Saisons" of Saint
Lambert, "les Mois" of Roucher, "les Fastes of Lemierie,"" etc.
The influence of the poem in other countries was nearly as great
as in France. This is apparent even in independent works, such
as Ges3ner*8 "Idyls," and in all those productions in which the
renewed taste for nature is found. Klopstock was a fervent
admirer of our poet and Frederick Schlegel stated that Thomson
was the model of all the descriptive poets of the continent,
Not only was the content of Thomson's nature poetry in-
fluential; his poetical technique was important as well and forms
part of his contribution to English literature." A competent
modern critic (Saintsbury) has said of Thomson's blank verse that
it must rank with that of Milton and Tennyson as one of the
chief original models of the metre to be found in English poetry.
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Thomson's blank verse is in many ways excellent for his own
purpose. The lines are often graceful and often sonorous, the
periods have a rhetorioal balance which carries the metre
smoothly from line to line and the poet's ear is sufficiently good
to enable him to avoid harsh combinations and usually to secure
1
a pleasing harmony of vowel sounds."
"The Seasons" was the most influential work except "Ossian,"
and the most original work, except Burns' poems, that appeared in
Scotland during the century. It would be hard to overestimate
the importance of Thomson as a nature poet. He painted the
diverse, manifold aspects of nature with a master hand and so
prepared the way for Wordsworth and Cowper. He poured a fresh
stream of nature poetry into the conventional didactic current
of the Age of Pope. For a hundred years after its publication,
"The Seasons" was one of the favorite poems of the English people,
and Thomson has lost his vogue only because he was outshone and
superceded by his still greater successor, William Wordsworth.
/
1. Macaulay: "James Thomson", page 156-171.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE MINOR SCOTTISH POETS
The study of the minor writers of a period is, in many
respects, an uninspiring task. Such a study is very valuable,
nevertheless, in building up the literary background and in giving
a clearer understanding of the more important men. Because of
their very deficiency in originality, the diverse literary
tendencies of the time are more apparent in their works than in
the productions of the greater writers. The minor Scottish poets
of the eighteenth century are no exception to this rule.
These writers may be divided into two groups, the Anglicized
Scotsmen of whom Thomson was the great representative, and the
poet 8 in the vernacular of whom Allan Ramsay was the greatest in
the first half of the century. The vernacular poets wrote also
in English at times, but their best works were in the dialect.
The Anglicized writers imitated, for the most part, the English
classics; but a few followed Thomson in contributing something to
the new nature poetry. We have neither time nor space to do these
poets justice; only a few of their outstanding characteristics
can be mentioned. We shall treat the two general classes separately
in chronological order and shall begin with the vernacular poets.
Both of the Hamiltons were contemporaries of Ramsay. William
Hamilton of Gilbertfield (1665-1751) first inspired Ramsay with
poetic emulation. His "Last Dying Words of Bonnie Heck" is
written in a variation of the famous "Habbie Simson" stanza, which
became a model for Ramsay's "The Last Speech of a Miser" and
"Luckie Spence'e Last Advice," and for Burns' "Death and Dying
Words of Poor Mailie." The poem has considerable merit and a
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touch of pathos which gives one a foretaste of Burns. The poet
and Ramsay exchanged several poetical epistles and this
epistolary style was a model for Burns. William Hamilton of
Gilbertfield 1 s greatest contribution to the vernacular was an
abridgment and paraphrase in 1723 of the "Wallace" of Harry the
Minstrel, "which, however lacking in poetic qualities, commended
itself by its subject to the patriotic Scot, and achieved an
instant and lasting popularity. It was in it that Burns read
the story of Wallace which poured 'the tide of Scottish prejudice'
into his veins; and it is largely responsible for Bums' 'Scots
Wha Hae 1 and for many much less admirable manifestations of
patriotic fervour." 1
William Hamilton of Bangour (1704-1754) was a more skillful
versifier than he of Gilbertfield and a much more artificial one
as well. His poems include conventional love lyrics, translations
from Homer, Virgil and Horace, and odes, songs, and ballads. But
in spite of the bulkiness of his work, he deserves to be rememberec
only for his ballad, "The Braes of Yarrow." It reproduces much
of the spirit and atmosphere of a genuine folk-ballad. Sir
George Douglas has pointed out that "with its yearning pathos, its
fresh touches of nature, its tragic passion and its haunting tune,
it has the distinction of having served as a source of inspiration
to Wordsworth." "It breathes the soul of the place and is so
permeated by the spirit of its history and traditions, that when
all the other writings of the author shall have fallen into obliviqn
there will still be a nook in memory and a place in men's hearts
1. Henderson: "Scottish Vernacular Literature", page 398.
2. Sir George Douglas: "Scottish Minor Poets."
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for 'The Braes of Yarrow.'" 1 The rhythm and movement of the
piece ie in the old ballad style:
"Busk ye, buek ye, my bonnie bride 1
Busk ye, busk ye, by winsome marrow
3usk ye, busk ye my bonnie bride,
And think nae mair on the Braea of Yarrow I n
The influence of Allan Ramsay is clearly seen in the works
of Alexander Ross (1699-1784), who spent his life as a humble
school-master in the heart of the Grampians. At the age of
seventy he published his "Helenore, or the Fortunate Shepherdess."
It was a pastoral poem, inspired by and imitating Ramsay's
"Gentle Shepherd." The plots of both pastorals turn on the dis-
covery that a shepherdess is really of gentle birth. Rose' story
is more awkwardly handled than his master's and the nomenclature
is rather absurd. The hero bears the name of Rosalind, and
another Highland youth is called by the inappropriate name of
Olimund. The Braes of Angus bear the name of Flavinia. The
poem has a saving liveliness and vigour of imagination and for
a hundred years was a favorite one in every cottage in the Braes
of Angus. Nor was this pastoral the extent of his literary out-
put. Of even more merit are his lively songs, "The Rock and the
Wee Pickle Tow," "Woo'd and Married an' A'," and "The Bridal
o't." They "are rich in typical Scots humour and full of spirit
while their homely 3ense and the distinct individual tang which
they possess ensure them a place in every collection." ^
1. Veitch: "History and Poetry of the Scottish Border."
3. Eyre-Todd: "Scottish Poetry of the Eighteenth Century."
Vol. I, page 87.
_ „„ „
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All of William Julius Mickle's poems were in English except
the song for which he is now remembered, "There's nae luck about
the house." Burns thought this song was "one of the most beautiful^
in the Scots or any other language." The poem shows a remarkably
sympathetic knowledge of the feminine heart. The sailor's wife
is getting ready to receive her husband who has just returned from
his cruise.
"And are you sure the news is true?
And are you sure he's well?
Is this a time to talk of wark?
Ye jades lay by your wheel
Is this a time to talk of wark,
When Colin' s at the door?
Gi'e me my cloak - I'll to the quay
And see him come ashore*
"For there's nae luck about the house,
There's nae luck ava 1
,
There's little pleasure in the house
When our gudeman's awa'. n
Mickle wrote a long moralising poem, "Syr Martyn," in the
Spenserian stanza, and translated the Portugese epic, "The
Lusiad" of Cameons. Of more interest than these last two poems,
however, is his ballad "Cumnor Hall," which suggested to Scott
the theme of Kenilworth.
Several song writers and collections of songs of the period
deserve mention. In 1706 appeared the first of the three volumes
of Watson's "Choice Collection of Comic and Serious Scots Poems."
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It contained many examples of the poems of the older "Makaris,"
and various songs of the people. In it, was first printed
Hamilton's "The Last Dying Words of Bonnie Heck." The collection
may be said properly to inaugerate the revival of Scottish
vernacular poetry. A little later Ramsay published his "Tea Table
Miscellany. " In 1769 David Herd brought out "Ancient and Modern
Scottish Songs." This collection was followed by Evans* "Old
Eallads" in 1777 and by Pinkerton's "Scottish Tragic Ballads,"
in 1781, and his "Select Scottish Ballads" of 1783. Then we have
Johnson's "Scots' Musical Museum," which is famous because Burns
contributed many of his owns songs to the collection.
Several skillful song writers furnished songs for the earlier
collections. The Stuart Uprisings of 1715 and of 1745 gave rise
to numerous Jacobite songs. George Halket wrote "Wherry Whigs
awa'
,
man," and the fine old peasant song, "Logie o' Bucan,"
Alexander Geddes, in his "Lurie Gordon," honors one hero of the
Rebellion of 1745. Lady Naurie aptly expressed the lingering
loyalty to the House of Stuart in her delicate and pathetic "Will
ye no come back again.
"
"Bonnie Charlie's now awa 1
Safely owre the friendly main;
Mony a heart will break in twa,
Should he ne'er come back again.
"Will ye no come back again?
Will ye no come back again?
Better lo'ed ye canna be,
Will ye no come back again?"
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The best of the minor song writers was probably John
Skinner (1721-1807), who officiated as pastor for sixty-five years
at the Episcopal chapel of Longside. Some of his songs are sung
wherever there are Scotchmen. "The Ewie wi' the crookit horn,"
"Lizy Liberty" and "Tune your fiddles," are among his best.
"Tullock gorum," his masterpiece, is an adaptation of an old
tune celebrating the country dance of that name. Burne called it
"the best Scots song Scotland ever saw." These song writers,
while interesting in themselves, are important mainly for the
suggestions and inspiration they give Fergusson and Burns.
The literary output of the Anglicized poets of the century
is much more bulky than the poems in the vernacular. They are
not so distinctive, however, because they are largely imitative
of English models. The earliest one in the century, Robert
Riccaltoun (1691-1769), is significant only for his influence on
Thomson. His "Winter's day" first suggested "The Seasons" to his
young friend. The poem is a mere catalogue summary of natural
facts as seen in Winter.
Robert Blair (1699-1746) stands in the front rank of the Gravfc
yard School. As befitted a clergyman, he was of a serious turn
of mind. His only poem, "The Grave? was published in 1743.
It was in blank verse and sang of the horrors of the tomb:
"While some affect the sun and some the shade,
Some flee the city some the hermitage;
Theirs aims as various as the roads they take
In journeying through life; - the task be mine,
J
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To paint the gloomy horrors of the tomb;
The appointed place of rendevous, where all
These travellore meet."
The verse is loose and free and shows very clearly the in-
fluence of the Elizabethan dramatists. "Blair," says Sir George
Douglas, "is the Ecclesiastes of Scottish Poetry; his poem is
our own national version of The Dance of Death. Or it may be
described in other words as an intellectual sedative, a bitter
and lowering moral medicine, designed to humble human pride, to
disenchant us with the fair shows of the world, and to expose the
hollowness of all things. For Blair is a religious pessimist.
He indulges, refines on and accentuates, the vein of Hamlet
musing in the church-yard; but had that been the worst of his
offence, we should have mused no quarrel with him, - - - But
Blair has overstept the modesty of nature, and has sunk the poem
in the homily. " 1
A friend and disciple of Thomson was David Mallet. He tried
his hand at various literary forme. He wrote ballads like
"William and Margaret" and "Edwin and Emma" in the classical
Queen Anne style; composed a song to a Scottish tune, "The Birks
of Endermay," wrote several plays and masques; and brought out in
1728 "The Excursion" in imitation of "The Seasons." "The Ex-
cursion" has emphasized the faults of its model. At the same time
we fail to find in the poem the poetic insight which makes "The
Seasons" ring true. Not content with the depicting of rural,
simple scenes, Mallet tried to make up by Mumb shows and noise"
for what he lacked in artistic penetration. His works are but
1. Sir George Douglas: "Scottish Poetry," page 92-93.
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little credit and his life was a great discredit to his
country's name, "It was remarked of him," writes Johnson, "that
he was the only Scot whom Scotchmen did not commend."
Dr. John Armstrong (1709-1779), was an honest physician
with a taste for letters. He wrote in the Thomsonian blank verse
measure and tried to make Aesculapius at home on Mount Parnessus.
He failed in the attempt, as all who try to read "The Art of
Preserving Health," must confess. Maxims of medicine and
hygiene make didactic poetry of the dryest sort.
To what vagaries of fortune are the works of a poet expos-
ed I Very often the verdict of contemporaries is completely re-
versed by posterity. Of such a cruel fate could William Wilkie
(1721-1773) justly complain. Considered during his lifetime the
Scottish Homer, his laborious epic "The Epigonaid" is now known
only to the curious and is rarely read even by them. "The
Epigonaid" is a fairly good poem, its movement is at times rapid
and the narrative vivid. The poem is a description of the siege
of Thebes and was inspired by Pope's Translations of Homer. The
poet has some talent; but it would require genius to make an epic
of nine books on a classical theme interesting, and Wilkie could
not be accused of having genius.
William Falconer, when a boy was sent to sea. He had been
a sailor some years and had become second mate, when his ship
was wrecked and only he and two others escaped. He described
his experience in his only good poem, "The Shipwreck" (1763.) •
The work is in the Queen Anne style and is of very unequal
merit. The haokneyed similes and stilted loves, the most
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closely imitated classicisms , vitiates the whole poem. But
portions describing what the poet actually felt and saw rise at
times to the realm of true poetry. Falconer deserves credit for
having been one of the first to write a real poem of the sea.
We now come to the only tragedy of importance written in
Scotland during the century. John Home's "Douglas" was played
at Edinburgh in 1756 and was received with great enthusiasm.
The Kirk was much scandalized at one of their clergy having
written a play, however harmless, and such a hue and cry was
raised that Home resigned his charge, he went to London under
the patronage of Lord Bute. Here "Douglas" repeated its
Edinburgh success. The story is told that at one of its perform-
ances at Covent Garden, a perfervid Scot shouted from the gallery,
"Whaur's your Willy Shakespeare nooY" The play does not deserve
very high praise; but it was highly rated by some of its con-
temporaries. David Hume declared Home had "the true theatric
genius of Shakespeare and Atway, refined from the unhappy bar-
barism of the one and the licentiousness of the other." Literary
critic as he was, even Gray wrote to Walpole in 1757 , "The
author seems to me to have retrieved the true language of the
stage which has been lost for these hundred years."
The plot of "Douglas" is founded upon the popular Scottish
ballad "Gil Maurice." The story of the ballad hinges upon the
jealousy of a husband for a young man who is, unknown to him, the
son of his wife by a former secret marriage. The son is killed
by his angry step-father.
In the play version, Lady Randolph in her youth has
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secretly married a young Douglas who is soon afterwards killed
in battle. To avoid her father's anger, the young widow sends
the new-born child away with a nurse who is drowned in the river.
Some years later she is forced by her father to marry Lord
Randolph. Glenalvon
,
the Iago of the play loves Lady Randolph
and hires assassins to put her husband out of tbe way. Young
i.'orval comes to the nobleman's rescue and is taken into his
favor. Lady Randolph discovers that iMorval is her long lost son.
Glenalvon reveals to her husband the purposed meeting of mother
and son that evening. When they finally meet, they are beset by
the irate husband. They fight and as young Dougles masters his
step-father's sword he is fatally wounded by the treacherous
Glenalvon, whom he kills on the spot. Lady Randolph reveals the
identity of her son and flings herself from a precipice.
The play is written after the classic French manner. The
characters are few and not clearly drawn. Its diction is, however
essentially dramatic. It possessed the old fashioned declamatory
style which is now so deadening.
Home was, in a way, the founder of the modern melodrama. A
return to feeling on the stage was brought about by his play as it
was brought about in other fields of poetry by the early romantic
poets. "In contrast to many conventional dramas of the period,
Home '8 "Douglas" strikes a distinct romantic note. - - - Age has
withered "Douglas" and custom staled the declamation of Young
Norval. Yet the plot of Home's drama, based on an old Scots
Ballad, its native background, and its atmosphere of brooding
melancholy, invest it with something of the romantic atmosphere
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of his friend Collins. " 1
home's "Douglas" was a distinct contribution to the liter-
ature of his time, because it restored natural emotions to the
tragedy; and by using a ballad theme, it showed the inate
possibilities of the Scottish folk-ballads and folk-traditions
and so ?:as probably a precursor of the novels and poems of Sir
Walter Scott.
Both because of the intrinsio merit of his work, and be-
cause of the extent of his influence, the first rank among these
minor writers is undoubtedly due to James Beattie (1735-1803).
He was a professor of philosophy in Marischal College and for
forty years was a sort of gentle literary dictator and Maecenas
for the north of Scotland. His only poem of worth is "The
Minstrel." It was inspired by Bishop Percy's "Essay on
Minstrelsy" and according to the author's preface, it was designed
"to trace the progress of a poetic genius, born in a rude age,
from the first dawning of infancy and reason, till that period at
which he may be supposed capable of appearing in the world as a
minstrel." Its purpose and general design was followed some
thirty years later by Wordsworth in his "Prelude." "There is, "
says Seccombe
,
"admittedly little of Wordsworth's original
simplicity, or of his keen insight into moral or spiritual
problems that weigh upon the young reflective spirit. Beattie
is far more artificial, his lights are for the most part re-
flected from Spenser, Thomson, or from Vergil; his diction is
acquired and lacks spontaneity; yet there is in his melodious
1. nCambridge History of English Literature," Vol. X, page 97.
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verse a funa of poetic imagination and of sensibility to the
manifold aspects of nature." 1
"The Minstrel" consists of a hundred and twenty-two
Spenserian stanzas. it is divided into two cantos and is in-
complete. The poet never added the third canto which he had
planned on the more mature experience of Edwin. "A parallel has
been drawn between Beattie's "Minstrel" and Byron's "Childe
Harold"
,
both in purpose and style and there can hardly be any
doubt that Byron derived his idea from the older poet." ^
The place given nature in the development of the poet is
the most significant fact about "The Minstrel." In the intense
enthusiasm felt for the external world, and in the feeling of
the elevating and soothing influence of nature on man. Beat tie
is a worthy fore-runner of Wordsworth. "Beattie's real contribution
to the study of nature is his own personal enthusiasm and his
steadfast belief in the effect of nature on Man." 3 He says in
"The Minstrel"
:
"0, how canst thou renounce the boundless store
Of charms which nature to her votary yields i
The warbling woodland, the resounding shore,
The pomp of groves, the garniture of fields;
All that the genial ray of morning gild3
And all that echoes to the song of even,
All that the mountains sheltering bosom shields,
1. Seccombe : "Age of Johnson", page 288-9.
3. Eyre-Todd "Scottish Poetry of the Eighteenth Century."
Vol. I, page 2.
3, Reynolds: "Nature in English Poetry," page 171.
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And all the dread magnificenoe of Heaven,
0, how canst thou renounce and hope to be forgiven." ^
It would be vain to pretend that the minor Scottish poets
made any extensive contributions to the English Literature of
the Eighteenth Century; but they did contribute more in proportion
than did the minor poets of England. The vernacular song writers
did much to prepare the way for Burns; Blair had an important
place in the Grave-yard School; Ross, Riccaltoun and Mallet
assisted in the return of poetry to nature; Home wrote the best
tragedy of the century and Beattie was a pioneer in Wordsworthian
romanticism.
1. Beattie: "The Minstrel." Canto I, Stanza 9.
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CHAPTER FOUR
JAMES MACPHERSON
The poems of Ossian stirred Europe as no other English or
Scottish work of the century had done. They put Scotland on the
literary map of the world. Translated into most of the languages
of Europe, Ossian won enthusiastic admiration everywhere. The
sentimental side of the European romantic movement received a greal
impetus from the melancholy, monotonous, rhapsodical laments of
the 3on of Fingal.
In the eighteenth century, as we have seen, Scottish poetry
was clearly divided into two schools, the vernacular poets who
continued the literary traditions of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, and the Anglicized school which looked to England for
literary models and for inspiration. Macpherson, however, cannot
strictly be said to belong to either school. He wa3 rather a
hybrid species, somewhat of a combination of both. He looked for
suggestions for the subject matter of his poems to the ancient
Celtic traditions of the old heroes Fingal, Ossian, Oscar, and
Gaul, which had been preserved among the common folk from a
period antedating by far the vernacular works of John Barbour or
Blind Harry, the Minstrel; his style, on the other hand, he
modeled principally on Virgil, Milton, Isaiah and the Psalms.
Encouraged by John Home 3 and Dr. Hugh Blair, Macpherson,
then a young schoolmaster in the Highlands, brought to light in
1760 what he claimed to be translations of Fragments of the Poems
of Ossian which had been preserved and handed down orally for some
fourteen centurie3. They were supposed to have been composed by
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03sian, the son of Fingal in the early part of the fourth century.
The poems celebrated the deeds of the old Caledonian, or Irish,
heroes. They were written, or translated, in a poetic, rhythmic
prose. They had such a deep sentimental tinge of melancholy that
they at once met with a storm of applause. A subscription was
raised to enable the young translator to travel in the Highlands
and discover the two great epic poems which were preserved as
fragmentary traditions among the clans. In 1763 "Fingal," an
epic poem in six books, was published. While it was eagerly
welcomed by the 09sian enthusiasts, some already were beginning
to doubt its authenticity.
Soon after the appearance of "Fingal" Horace Walpole wrote
to a friend: "'Fingal' is come out; I have not yet got through
it: not but it is very fine — yet I cannot at once compass an
epic poem now. It tires me to death to read how many ways a
warrior is like the moon, or the sun, or a rock, or a lion, or
the ocean. 'Fingal' is a brave collection of similes and will
serve all the boys at Eton and Westminster for these twenty years.
I will trust you with a secret, but you must not disclose it; I
should be ruined with my Scotch friends; in short I cannot believe
it genuine."
In 1763, "Temora, " an epic poem in eight books, was publisher
together with other fragments. All told the Ossianic collection
numbered twenty short poems besides these two epics. The edition
contained copious notes by Macpherson and a long disertation
by Dr. Hugh Blair, Professor of Rhetoric at Edinburgh, on the
literary value of the poems. The greater part of the essay deals
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with a comparison of Ossian with Homer. Tenderness and sublimity
are, according to him, the two great characteristics of Ossian.
"The events recorded are all serious and grave; the scenery
throughout, wild and romantic. The extended heath by the sea-
shore; the mountains shaded with mist; the torrent rushing through
a solitary valley; the scattered oaks, and the tombs of warriors
overgrown with moss; all produce a solemn attention in the mind
and prepare it for great and extraordinary events. We find not
in Ossian an imagination that sports itself, and dresses out gay
trifles to please the fancy. His poetry, more perhaps than that
of any other writer, deserves to be styled the poetry o f the heart .
- - - We meet with no affected ornaments; no forced refinement;
no marks either in style or thought of a studied endeavor to shine
and sparkle. Ossian appears everywhere to be prompted by his
feelings." 1
These last Ossian publications fanned the flame of
opposition and made doubters of many who had believed the Fragments
genuine. It was not so difficult to believe that fragments of
poems could be transmitted orally through long centuries, but
when the literary world was asked to accept two long epic poems
as preserved in the same manner, many of the judicious balked.
David Hume, although a staunch Scotchman, had his doubt 3, and
since Macpherson not only would not satisfy them but flew into a
towering rage when the subject was broached to him, he appealed
to Hugh Blair for definite proofs as the the authenticity of the
1. Quoted in Phelps: "The English Romantic Movement,"
page 151.
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poema. Blair tried to find the proof 3 but such as he found were
not strong enough to satisfy Hume. The Irish scholars were
aroused at the attempt of Macpher3on to steal their heroe3, and
were a>;;ong the first to call him an impostor. The most famous
figure in the controversy, however, was Samuel Johnson. He not
only denied the genuineness of the poems, but in his sturdy
dictatorial manner, he declared that they were utterly lacking
in literary merit. When asked by Dr. Blair if he thought any
modern man could have written the poem3, he answered: "Yes, sir:
many men, many women and many children? At another time he said
to Reynolds: "Sir, a man might write such stuff forever if he
would abandon his mind to it." The developments of the quarrel
between Macpher3on and Johnson are well known. Macpherson sent a
menacing letter to Johnson and received in return the following
reply
:
"Mr. James Macpheraon, - I received your foolish and
impudent note. Whatever insult is offered me, I will do my best
to repel, and what I cannot do for myself the law shall do for
me. I will not desist from detecting what I think a cheat, from
any fear of the menaces of a ruffian.
"What would you have me retract? I thought your book
an imposture; I think it an imposture still " 1 etc.
And for some time afterwards whenever he went out for a walk, the
worthy doctor carried a heavy cudgel so as to be ready for any
eventuality.
With the history of the controversy which has raged down to
"T^ Jamea Bowwell : Quoted in J. S. Smart "James Macpherson"
page 153.
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the present time over the genuiness of the Ossianic poems in the
Gaelic, we have nothing to do here. That continued discussion is
admirably summed up by Mr. J. S. Smart in his volume on Macphereon
The Ossianic enthusiasts of Scotland urged Macpherson repeatedly
to publish the Gaelic originals of his poems and finally they
raised a thousand pounds to defray the expenses of publication.
They were put off and it was not until 1807 that the manuscripts
were published and then the Gaelic of only eleven of the poems
could be found. And this Gaelic, even, is now quite generally
pronounced by Celtic scholars to be a fabrication of Macpherson
himself. The authorities on the subject are at present gen-
erally agreed that there was no Celtic original for the Ossianic
poems in their present form, that Macpherson got suggestions for
hi3 work from the numerous Ossianic ballads preserved in the
Highlands and on this scanty foundation, he erected the elaborate
superstructure of his poems, which are quite different in spirit
ar.d tone, as well as in form, from anything that ever existed in
the genuine Gaelic.
"Whatever effect was to be wrought by the Ossianic poems
upon the English mind," says Mr. Beers, "was to be wrought in the
dress which Macpherson had given them. And perhaps, after all,
the tumid and rhetorical cast of Macpherson* s prose had a great
deal to do with producing the extraordinary enthusiasm with which
his 'wild paraphrases ,• as Campbell calls them, were received
by the public. The age was tired of polish, of wit, of over-
civilization; it was groping towards the rude, the primitive, the
heroic; had begun to steep itself in melancholy sentiment and
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to feel a dawning admiration of mountain solitudes and the hoary-
past. Suddenly here was what it had be^,n waiting for 'a
tale of the times of old, 1 and the solemn dirge-like chant of
Macpheraon's sentences, with the peculiar manner of his narrative,
its repetitions, its want of transitions, suited well witn his
manner. ' *Men had been talking under their "breaths in a mincing
manner so long,' says Leslie Stephen, 'that they were easily
gratified and easily imposed upon by an affectation of vigorous
and natural sentiment
.
1
"
^
The Ossianic poems were steeped in a hazy atmosphere of
melancholy sentimentality which appealed to the romantic spirit
of the age. Ossian belongs to the subjective side of romanticism
which reached its highest expression in England in the poems of
Byron. It struck a note in perfect harmony with Rousseau's
'Back to Nature' cry in France and with the 'Sturm und Drang' in
3Germany." In his preface Macpherson stated that the poems
rrere calculated to please persons of exquisite feelings of heart."
The poems are a contribution to modern sentimentalism and are in
marked contrast with the stern warlike times in which they were
supposed to have been written. "Fingal and his soldiers have
none of that hardness of temper which constant warfare might
bring about. All are men of sensibility in the modern mode.
Although Fingal is victorious in every battle, yet he is seldom
happy. Love affairs are frequent, but few of them end in marriage
T\ Beers : "History of English Romanticism in the Eight een-
the Century." Page 327.
2. Phelps: "The English Romantic Movement." Page 153.
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The young hero is slain in battle, or the maiden herself is slain;
the survivor dies of grief, and both are buried together in one
grave. Over them the bards lament. Ossian, the narrator, has
himself fallen on evil days. He is old; he has become blind; the
comrades of his youth are dead and gone. He pours out his laments
to the soft notes of a harp. His haunting theme is the transience
of human life, the inevitable coming of loss, decay and death.
And as a background to this pathetic figure, Macpherson, with a
true instinct, has placed the gloomiest scenery of his native
land, the clouds that hang low over the dark brown mountains, the
rushing torrent, the wind that sighs mournfully through the
bending trees. n ^
Macpherson wrote in a florid, bombastic and yet rhythmic
prose. His style seems to be uniform, and after reading one of
his poem3, one could recognise his style anywhere. The work
overflows with vague epithets and grandiloquent apostrophes.
Ossian's apostrophe to the sun in Carthon is the most famous —
here we find Macpherson at his best:
"0 thou that rollest above, round as the shield of
my fathers Whence are thy beams, sun ! thy everlasting light?
Thou comest forth in thy awful beauty; the stars hide themselves
in the sky; the moon, cold and pale, sinks in the western wave.
Eut thou thyself movest alone; who can be a companion of thy
course i The oaks of the mountains fall; the mountains themselves
decay with years; the ocean shrinks and grows again; the moon
herself is lost in heaven; but thou art forever the same;
1. J. S. Smart: "James Macpherson," page 9.
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rejoicing in the brightness of thy course. When the world is
lark with tempests; when tnunder rolls and lightning flies;
thou lookest in thy beauty, from the clouds, and laughest at the
3torm. But to Ossian thou lookest in vain; for he beholds thy
beams no more; whether thy yellow hair flows on the eastern
clouds, or thou tremblest at the gates of the west. But thou art,
perhaps, like me for a season, thy years will have an end. Thou
shalt sleep in thy clouds, careless of the voice of the morning.
iLxult, then, sun, in the strength of thy youth I Age is dark
and unlovely; it is like the glimmering light of the moon, when
it shines through broken clouds, and the mist is on the hills;
the blast of the north is on the plain; the traveller shrinks
in the midst of his journey."
Aside from his subjective appeal, Ossian had an important
influence in bringing about a sentimental attitude towards
nature. Macpherson has the gloomiest and grandest landscapes of
Scotland for a background for his poems. They describe "the
desolation of dusky moors; the solemn brooding of the mists on
the mountains; the occasional looking through them of sun by day
of moon and stars by night; the gloom of dark cloudy Bens or
Cairns with flashing cataracts; the ocean with it3 storms, as it
breaks on the West Highland shores, or on the headlands of the
Hebrides Whatever men may think of them, there cannot be a
doubt but these mountain monotones took the heart of Europe with
a new emotion and prepared it for that psssion for mountains
which has since possessed it." ^
1. Professor Shairp
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The adventures of the heroes are closely associated
throughout "with natural scenery of a wild and romantic sort.
Mist-covered mountains, storm-swept skies, rough streams, desolate
shores, dim moonlight nights, are the most frequent scenic details,
and they are so wrought into the story that the human tragedy and
the scene where it was enacted cannot be thought of apart. The
three ways in which nature is used in these poems, as dramatic
background, in similitudes, and in apostrophes, will serve to
illustrate both the prominence given to nature and the close
union between human emotions and the varying phenomena of the ex-
ternal world. w ^
Ossian is no longer read. The poems present a rather dreary
uniformly monotonous waste to the lover of literature. In
forcing his way through the poems, such a one can understand
Carlyle when he spoke of the author as "Poor, moaning, monotonous
Macphereon." Yet his importance in the European romantic movement
is almost incalculable. Byron and Coleridge in some of their early
poems consciously imitated Ossian and their mental attitude was
molded in part at least by the poems. The 0s3ianic spirit pervades
Byron's work in particular; for he had that melancholy misanthropic
type of mind that would make such work congenial to him. Some
parts of his work show signs of direct imitation; the passage:
"Roll on, thou dark and deep blue ocean, roll " for instance,
closely resembles Ossian* s "0 thou that rollest above, round as the
shield of my fathers - - - -"
Ossian's influence was even greater in France and Germany.
1. Myra Reynolds: "Nature in English Poetry," page 156.
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The question of the authenticity of the poems did not seem to
detract from the enjoyment of them here. These bardic poems re-
tained their popularity in France for fifty years or more. In
her "Essay on Literature" Madame de Stael takes Ossian as the
origin of the poetry of the north, as Homer is of the poetry of
the south. To be sure, she doesn't rank Ossian with Homer as a
literary product, as do Blair, Grimm, Byron, and others; but she
does think the Gaelic poems would bear comparison with the old
Greek ballads from which Homer probably composed his epic. Her
remarks on Ossian are interesting: "Ossian n'a preeque jamais
d'idees reflechies; il reconte une suite d'evenements et
d 1 impressions . L' ebranlement que les chantes ossianiques
causent a 1 ' imagination, dispose la pensee aux meditations les
plus profonds." ^
Joseph Texte tells an entertaining story to illustrate the
vogue of Ossian in France. "The story goes that under the
Directory those who lived in the Bois de Boulogne were one day
alarmed to see a great blaze amongst the trees, and that when
they came close to it they perceived some men, attired in Scan-
dinavian fashion, endeavoring to set fire to a pine and singing to
the accompaniment of a guitar with an air of inspiration: they
were admirers of Ossian who intended to sleep in the open air and
to set the trees alight in order to keep themselves warm, like the
heroes of Caledonia." 2
George Sand read Ossian to forget her matrimonial troubles.
The poems, translated into Italian by Cesarotti, were the favorite
T. tome.de Stael: "De la Literature" .Works . Vol. IV, page 257
Paris, 1820.
2. Texte: "Rousseau", page 329.
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volume of Napoleon and some think they can detect in hie
dispatches traces of Macpherson's prose style. Both
Chateaubriand and Lamartine, who with Mme. de Stael were the
pioneers of romanticism in France, were enhanced by the blind
bard of Caledonia. n I no longer believe," Chateaubriand once
wrote," in the authenticity of Ossian' s works. - - - Yet still
I listen to the sound of his harp as one might listen to a voice,
monotonous, indeed, yet sweet and plaintive." 1 All his life
Lunartine retained his youthful admiration for Ossian whom he put
on "a level with Dante and above Homer." His feelings are best
expressed by his line: "The harp of Mowen is the emblem of my
soul." Fontanes wrote his "Chante du Barde" in imitation of
Ossian in order to try to reproduce "That sweet, slow, music which
seems to come from the distant shore of the sea and to linger
echoing among the tombs." ^
The vogue of 0s3ian was even greater in Germany than in
France. Imitations of Ossian became the rage. Even the youthful
Goethe was swept away on the Ossianic wave of sentimental ism.
His "77erther" is Ossianic in spirit and in style. This novel
heralded a great flood of sent imental ism into Germany. Goethe
later turned against his earlier model and accused Macpherson of
developing among the young Germans the taste for "gloomy reflections
which lead him who yields to them astray in the infinite."
Macpherson was far from being an admirable character and
his Ossian no longer inspires us. We thoroughly agree with Mr.
1. Texts: "Rousseau", page 324.
3. "Ibid", page 337.
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Tovey when he says: "Hie (Macpherson' s ) besetting sin is
monotony; there is a terrible facility for the young poet in
dealing with the elementary forces of nature, and, if he is en-
couraged, he is certain to abuse it; even the sun in such hands
palls upon us, and before we close ' Ossian' we have a perfectly
Satanic hatred of his beams." 1 Yet so great was his influence
on his contemporaries, that no account of English literature can
be complete without mentioning the poems claimed to have been
written by the ancient Caledonian bard.
T~, Tovey : "Reviews and Essays in English Literature,"
page 155.
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CHAPTER V
ROBERT FERGUSSON
t
Probably the moat tragic figure in the literary annals
of Scotland is that of Robert Fergusaon, the brilliant young
poet of Edinburgh who died in a mad-house at the age of twenty-
four. Kia vaa the caae of remarkable endowment a and a weak
constitution brought face to face with a crushing, relentleaa
environment
.
Ferguason was born in Edinburgh in 1750. Although his
father was a poor clerk in the city, adequate educational ad-
vantages were not denied him. After completing the Edinburgh
High School, Robert secured a Ferguaeon bursary in the Grammar
School of Dundee and later in the University of Saint Andrew8.
Fergusson did not ahine as a scholar; but he waa unsurpassed in
his capacity for innocent frolicsome fun. Many a tale is told
of his practical jokes and mischievous pranks. Once he stoically
endured four days' expul8ion for some youthful escapade. Ke
wrote a couple of mock-elegies while in school and began a
tragedy on Wallace. After two years at Saint Andrev/s, his
bursary expired, and owing to the poverty of his widowed mother,
he gave up all thought of taking orders in the church and left
college. Then followed six months at Round Lichnot with a
wealthy count ry uncle, but as no preferment came through his
assistance, he returned on foot to Edinburgh. No other situation
was in sight for Fergusson except that of copyist in the office
of the commisary clerk of the city. This work was mere drudgery
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and although he was an expert penman, he was never able to earn
more than a mere pittance. The monotony and weariness of the
office made him prone to excess during his leisure hours in the
evening. He partially excused himself with the cry: "Oh sir,
any thing to forget my mother and these aching fingers.'."
He soon found solace in courting the muse and contributed
poems to Ruddiman's "Weekly Magazine of Edinburgh Amusement."
At first he wrote stilted artificial English pastorals; but in
1772 "The Daft Days" made its appearance, and it was followed by
other pieces in the rich Scottish dialect. Fergusson now was
hailed with enthusiasm as Ramsay's worthy successor. He became
a member of the Cape Club and his company was sought by the young
bloods of the city. He did not always resist the temptation his
popularity in those convivial days brought of drinking to excess,
and debauchery wrought havoc with his naturally fragile con-
stitution. In 1773 he collected a little volume of his poems and
published them by subscription. Early in 1774 his health grew
worse and religious melancholy siezed upon him. His mind became
a little unbalanced and it needed only a fall to bring on the
final calamity. He was taken a raving maniac to the mad-house of
the city, and here two months later "in the solitude of his cell,
mid the horrors of the night, without a hand to aid him or an eye
to pity him, t.ie poet expired; his death-bed wa3 a straw-pallet
and the last sounds which cane to his ears were the screams of
insanity .
"
1. Translated from Angellier's "Burns" V. II, 71.
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About half of Fergusson's poems were written in English.
They are conventional and insipid and are of no importance. It
is only as a vernacular poet that he has had any influence, and
so we will confine our attention to that portion of his work,
Fergusson is essentially a city poet. Ke sang of the
pleasures of Edinburgh as no other poet has done. There are but
few of his good poems which do not have their setting within her
old walls. "Leith Races," "Caller Water," "Hallowfair, "The
Daft Days," "Auld Reekie," "To the Tron-Kirk Bell," and "The King's
Birthday in Edinburgh," are fundamentally urban. They give us a
whiff of the atmosphere of an old, dingy, somewhat battered,
yet fascinating capital. In his power of seizing upon and com-
municating the humours of street-life he resembles Hogarth. "The
King's Birthday in Edinburgh" shows us the pleasures which are
characteristic of the city on that festive day. The bells ring;
the fort fires the cannon salute; the city guard is decked out
in it? best uniforms; and the king's beggars come to receive their
annual present. Happy are these beggars this day; for they re-
ceive as many pence as the king is years old, a new blue garment,
a good dinner, and the edification of a sermon from one of the
king's chaplains:
"Sing likewise, Muse '. how blue-gown bodies,
Like scare-crows new ta'en down frae woodies,
Come here to cast their clouted duddies,
And get their pay:
Than them what magistrate mair proud is
On King's birth-day?"
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In "Auld Reekie," his longest poem, he portrays the life of
Edinburgh from the moment early in the morning when the servants,
rubbing their eyes, begin at once their lies and their clatter,
until late in the evening when one finds in the puddles and
gutters the "macaroni," dead drunk and drenched with the filth
of the street. The best poem of this sort is "Hallowfair. " The
various sights and sounds met with on the fair-grounds are
graphically described. The pedlars hawk their wares; the tinkers,
coppersmiths, fortune tellers and ne'er-do-well jockeys mingle
in the throng. A little farther on horses are pawing and
neighing. There is such a mingling of the cries of women and
children, such a discordant din that one might well mistake the
place for the Tower of Babel. At sunset the crowd leaves the
fair-grounds to fill the taverns and spend the night in hilarity.
And the only skeletons at the feast are the oity guardsmen, who
stalk about as the black, boding evil of the city. "Leith Races"
has a similar theme and differs insofar as Mirth is introduced
into the poem and accompanies the poet,
Fergus son, however, was not ignorant of rural beauties.
"The Farmer's Ingle," the most complete and well-rounded poem
he ever wrote, is steeped in the very atmosphere of the country.
The poem is the picture of an evening spent around the fire-
place of a little farm-house. After the evening chores are done,
the family gather about the table and begin the evening meal.
All enter into the sprightly gossip and after supper they listen,
open-mouthed, while the grandmother tells blood-curdling tales
of ghosta and witches:
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"In rangles round, before the ingle's lowe,
Frae gu dame's mouth auld warld tales they hear,
0' warlocks loupin 1 round the wirrikow;
0' ghc-.ists, that win in glen and kirk-yard drear;
Whilk touzles a 1 their tap, and gars them shake
wi • fear '.
"For weel she trows, that fiends and fairies be
Sent frae the deil to fleetch us to our ill,
That kye hae tint their milk wi' evil ee,
And corn been scowder'd on the glowin' kill."
Towards the end of the evening, the farm-hards come in and ask
about the morrow^ work. Finally:
Lackman ar.d cotter eke to bed maun steer,
Upon the cod to clear their drumly frow,
Till wakened by the dawnin's ruddy glow."
His appreciation of nature is apparent especially in the
"Ode to the Bee," the "Ode to the Gowdspink," and "On Seeing a
Butterfly in the Street." These poems prove that Fergueson had
an eye and ear alive to the beauties around him. At times he
can flash a whole picture upon us with a few words. Here is his
nature setting for "The Daft Days":
"Now mirk December's dowri face
Glowers cwre the rigs wi ' sour grimace,
While, through his minimum of space,
The bleer-ee'd sun,
Ti' blinkin' light and steal in' pace,
Hie race doth run."
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What a delightful morning picture is this:
Now morn/vi* bonnie purpie-smiles
Kisses the air-cook o' St. Giles ;" 1
The stamp of originality is borne by his better poems.
An atmosphere of genuineness pervades all of them. The most
unconventional or uncommon subjects are treated as only a true
poet could. Now we have the "Mutual Complaint cf Plainstanes and
Causey," and again an address "To the Tron-Kirk Bell." The bee
is not too slight for him to notice, and the goldfinch and the
butterfly come In for their share of his attention. The various
phases of city life are to be found fully amplified in his poems.
Throughout his best work, he follows the older Scottish tradition
in selecting the common things of every-day life as appropriate
themes for his muse.
Humour is one cf Fergusson's most distinguishing
characteristics. There are few of his poems which are not tinged
by this happy trait. His humour is generally free from the
squalid and the vulgar and is seldom boistrous. It is rather quie
and quaint. Fergusson never indulges in bitter satire. His
poverty and distress find but few echoes in his poetry; he was not
the one to wear his heart on his sleeve. Unlike Burns, he never
seems jealous of his more prosperous neighbors. The nearest he
comes to bitterness is in "Braid Claith" and even here it seems
rather a superior smile at the human weakness for fine feathers
than a complaint of poverty :
"Auld Peekie .
"
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"Eraidclaith lends fouk an unco heeze;
...akes mony kail-worms butterflees:
Gies mony a doctor his degrees,
For little skaith
:
In short, you may do what you please,
Wi' gude braid claith."
Fergusson's humour at ite best la to be found in the poem "To My
Auld Breeke," where the poverty of a poet and his reluctance in
parting with his old thread-bare, trousers are quaintly described.
The humour of the situation is keenly felt and transmitted to the
reader
:
"Now gae your wa's - though ance as gude
As ever happit flesh and blude,
Yet part we maun. - The case sae hard is
Among the writers and the bardies,
That lang they'll bruik the auld, I trow,
Or neibours cry, "Fe 1 11 bruik the new 1."
Still makin' tight, wi' tither steek,
The tither hole the tither eke
To hang the bir o' winter's anger,
And haud the burdies out o' langer."
Fergusson carried on the poetic tradition of Allan
Ramsay
.
Although his work is much slighter in bulk than that of
the earlier poet, it is superior in quality. Even though his
verse is likely to show a less perfect fusion of thought and
emotion as well as a lack of completeness, its fibre is much
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finer than that of Ramsay and it is clearly the product of a much
more highly disciplined intelligence. Ramsay had talent but
Fergusson possessed genius.
Most important of all,was Fergusson* s influence on
Burns, who was ever ready to acknowledge his indebtedness to him
whom he called "my elder brother in misfortune, by far my elder
brother in the Muse." Mot long after his arrival in Edinburgh,
Burns sought out the unmarked grave of the poet in the old
church-yard in the Canongate. The dreariness of the place on
that bitter winter day moved him to tears and he sobbed aloud.
He sought and received permission to erect over the spot a
simple monument to Fergusson' 3 memory.
Several of Burns ' s poems were suggested by Fergusson.
The outstanding example is that of "The Cotter's Saturday Night"
which is, in truth, merely an elaboration of the theme of "The
Farmer's Ingle." In a like manner was "The Holy Fair" suggested
by "Leit'n Races." A stanza from each will illustrate the
similarity between the tv;o poems:
(Leith Races
)
"I dwall among the caller springs
That weet the Land o' Cakes,
And aft en tune my canty strings
At bridals and late-wakes.
They ca' me Llirth; - I ne'er was ken'd
To grumble or look sour
;
Eut blythe wad be a lift to lend,
C-i f ye wad sey my power
And pith this day."
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(The Holy Fair)
"My name is Fun - your cronie dear,
The nearest friend ye hae;
An' this is Superstition here,
An' that's Hypocrisy
I'm gaun to Mauchlin 'holy fair'
To spend an hour in daffin;
Gin ye '11 go there, yon runkl'd pair,
We will get famous laughin
At them this day."
Burns 's "Brigs of Ayr" has a theme similar to Fergusson's "Mutual
Complaint of Plainstanes and Causey." "To a Mouse" echoes the
spirit of "On Seeing a Butterfly in the Street"; and in antithesii!
to Fergusson's "Caller Water," he wrote a poem celebrating
"Scotch Drink."
Twenty-five editions of Fergusson's poems have been
printed; but he has never been widely read because he was super-
seded by his much greater successor. In the main, his work was
tentative and experimental. He died at the early age of twenty-
four and never developed his rich possibilities. His poems are
full of promise, however, and deserve a high place among the
minor poetry of the century. He describes more fully than any
other the various aspects of Edinburgh life. He shows a keen
appreciation of nature and of country life. His patriotism ie
intenee. Individuality and genuineness mark his poems in the
vernacular and a quaint airy humour prevades the whole. His
greatest contribution to his century, however, is the inspiration
he gave to Burns.
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CHAPTER VI
ROBERT BURNS
No one, perhaps, has ever succeeded in expressing more
completely his soul in poetry than has Robert Burns. He courted
his luise with utter self-abandon and confided in her all his hopes
and fears, his loves and hates, his sympathy with man and his
scorn of all sham and hypocrisy, his sensitive pride and his in-
dependence in facing the depression of poverty. In his best
poems and songs, there is nothing strained or artificial; every-
thing is thoroughly human. Through the rhythm of his verse throbs
the life's blood of his big poet's heart. His verse forms are
entirely derived from his predecessors, but he energized and
beautified these forms until he made of them a new product. And
as no other poet of any nation, he has expressed the life and
ideals cf Scotland, and has so sung his way into the hearts of his
country-men, that high and lor:, rich and poor, vie in loving and
honoring him. In whatever part cf the world Scotchmen are to
be found in any numbers, there also is found a statue of the
Ayrshire bard, who found life too heavy a burden long to be borne
and sank at noonday under the vreight of the load.
Burns was born in 175S in Alloway parish, Ayrshire. His
father was a poor, hard-working farmer of rather irascible temper
and of stern, Scotch integrity and with a great reverence for
learning and religion. Robert secured a good education for a
country boy of his time. John Murdock was his first teacher and
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trained him thoroughly in the fundamentals of English grammar and
syntax. An old woman, who stayed in his home, contributed her
share in his education in the shape of innumerable stories of
witches, kelpies, brownies, devils, ghosts, and dragons. Most of
his education was self-acquired. A book of great influence on him
was a collection of songs which he took with him everywhere and
pored over when walking to work or when driving the plow. His
formal educational training was necessarily brief. The classics
were a closed book to him, and he obtained only a smattering of
French, together with some knowledge of the English masterpieces,
a little geometry, surveying and mensuration. He read at length
the poems of the older Scottish poets and was especially in-
fluenced by Hamilton's version of "Wallace."
At fifteen he was a regular farm-hand. Long hours of
unceasing toil, aided by extreme poverty, undermined his con-
stitution and laid the foundation for his future hypochrondria.
In 177? the family removed to a farm at Lochlea. Here Burns
attended a dancing school and began to be inflamed by one rustic
lass after another. He says of this period: "My heart was
completely tinder, and was eternally lighted up by some goddess or
other; and , as in every other warfare in this world, my fortune
was various, sometimes I was mortified with repulse." The poet
of passion and love was already being trained for his future work.
At twenty-thre years of age, he decided to learn the flax business
and went tc Irvine to live with a flax-dresser. Here he came
under the influence of a dissolute sailor, who corrupted his
morals and started him in those illicit relations with women
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which are a stain on his good name.
He had already begun to write poetry. The years 1785
and 17S6, were the most fruitful of his life. With the exception
of his songs, nearly all his poems of note were written in this
period. In 1786 he published his first volume of poems at
Kilmarnock and with his twenty pound's profit he resolved to sail
for Jamaica. A letter from Dr. Blacklock, the blind poet of
Edinburgh, changed his plans and he went to the Scottish
metropolis to get out a second edition of his poems. This was the
brightest day of Burns' s life. His worth seemed to be recognized
at last. He was lionized by the best society of Edinburgh and
yet refused to be carried away by the splendor of it all and so
vindicated his right to move in the highest circles.
The Edinburgh edition of his poems was a marked success.
Kis profits amounted to more than four hundred pounds. He was
enabled to travel extensively in the Highlands and to become
thoroughly saturated with Scottish scenes and Scottish tradition.
Tiring of Edinburgh life and travel, Burns leased a farm at
Ellisland and retired there with his "bonnie Jean," whom he had
now made his wife. But the poet did not seem fashioned for a
farmer; his farming scheme ended in a dismal failure. He was
appointed an excise officer at Dumfries and held this office
until his last illness. The later years of his life were years
of conviviality and dissipation. His poetic output was limited
almost solely to songs for the collections of Johnson and Thomson.
His reputation as a poet itself was a curse to him; for he was
toe often sought as a drinking companion by tourists and he was
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too much of a good fellow to refuse . One last debauch and a
cold winter night spent asleep by the roadside broke down his
already enfeebled constitution and after a lingering illness, he
died on July 31, 17S6.
Burns is the consummation of the Scottish vernacular
school and is Scotland's greatest poet. The leisure was never
his to compose some long poem worthy of his genius. His
educational deficiencies also were limitations to his poetic out-
put. Carlyle thinks he, with sufficient intellectual training,
would have changed the whole course of English literature. A3 it
is, his poems are but fragmentary lyrical outpourings of a
poetical soul and as such have won the ears and hearts of a whole
people. It is safe to say that no British poet is so widely
read and loved as is he. True poetry is a child of the emotions
and since Burns felt so deeply and expressed his emotions so
sincerely, his poems are of great value and far surpass those of
his predecessors.
The poems of Burns are too well known to need detailed
description here. His chief contribution to the literature of his
century is a body of poetry which expresses the human soul in its
manifold variations. A study of the emotions expressed in his
works will best show the value of such poetry in an age of
pseudo-classical coldness and restraint.
The personal note is frequently met with in Burns 's poems
His own personality is visible everywhere and he not infrequently
makes allusions to himself. In considering the mountain daisy,
he has forbodings of his own fate
:

"Ev'n thou who mourn 1 at the Daisy's fate
That fate is thine - no distant date;
Stern Ruin's plowshare drives elate,
Full on thy bloom,
Till crushed beneath the furrow's weight
Shall be thy doom '.
"
We find a more common and realistic self-expression, and one for
which we all feel sympathy, in his "Address to the Toothache."
At times Burns contrasts the beauty and joy of nature around
him with his own aching heart and wonders how she can be so glad
while he is sorrowing:
"Ye banks and braes o' bonie Doon
How cStn ye bloom sae fresh and fair?
How can ye chant, ye little birds,
And I sae weary fu' o' care I"
1
Hie most sincere self-criticism is found in "A Bard's Epitaph."
Here he sums up his faults; but secures our sympathy and ex-
tenuation while accusing himself.
Ho poet was ever prouder than Burns. Conscious of hie
own superior mental endowments, it would be strange if he were
not bitter at ti:.'.e3 when he considered his own poverty and hard
lot. His is not a cringing, whining attitude, however; he is
always proud and independent and at times even defiant. He asks
"If I'm design 'd yon lordlings slave -
1. "The Banks o' Doon."
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By Nature's law design' d -
Why was an independent wish
E'er planted in my mind?" 1
He feels that one should be independent of worldly wealth and
happy and "contented wi' Little." The democratic philosophy of
the French Revolution found a ready acceptance in Burns 's heart
and he never tired of pleading for the brotherhood of man and
expressing contempt for the aristocracy of birth. He expressed
the revolutionary ideas most completely in "Is There for Honest
Poverty.
"
"A prince can mak a belted knight,
A marquis, duke, an' a' that '.
But an honest man's aboon his might -
Guid faith, he mauna fa' that
For a' that, an' a' that,
Their dignities and a' that,
The pith o' sense, an' pride o' worth
Are higher rank than a' that."
Ambition and patriotism were almost inseparable with
Burns. He aspired to be a great poet, but most of all the bard of
old Caledonia. His early reading in the Scottish Vernacular,
especially Hamilton's paraphrase of "Wallace" confirmed him in
his nationa.1 prejudices and made him intensely patriotic. When
contemplating his emigration to Jamaica, it was not the dangers
of the voyage or of the new country that he feared, but he grieved
1 . "Man was Made to Mourn.
"
2. See "The Vision.
"
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because he was to leave "the bonie banks of Ayr." 1 He was
proud of every part of his native land and especially of the
Highlands, which he celebrated In his song, "?£y Heart is in the
Highlands." Probably the beet expression of his patriotism is to
be found in "Scots Wha Hae," the supposed address of Eruce to his
soldiers before the Battle of Bannockburn. Closely connected with
his patriotism is hie romantic attachment to the House of Stuart,
real or assumed at times for poetic purposes. He sums up the
lingering loyalty of the Jacobites for the Stuarts in the three
songs, "O'er the Water to Charlie," "There'll never be Peace till
Jamie comes Hame," and "Charlie, He's My Darling."
The nature of Burns was essentially religious. The
sincere piety of his father made a lasting impression upon him end
is commemorated in the closing scene of "The Cotter's Saturday
Night," when "The priest-like father reads the sacred page" and
prays Heaven to bless their sacred home. Of religious shams and
hypocrisy, however, he was the bitter, uncompromising enemy. His
most cutting satire is directed ag?,inst those who made a travesty
of religion. He took his stand on the side of the Liberal religion);
faction and against the stern, narrow, unyielding descendants of
the old Covenanters, called then the Auld Lights. He wrote a
series of poems satirizing the Auld Lights. "The Kirk's Alarm"
rather jocosely treats of the terror of the church over the
appearance of heresy in one of it3 ministers. The abuses of the
annual church festival is sharply satirized in "The Holy Fair."
The summit of his satirical power is reached in "Holy Tillie's
1. "The Gloomy flight is Gath'ring Fast."
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Prayer," there the extreme Calvanietic position is pitilessly
stated and the hypocrisy of the Calvanist is strikingly portrayed.
Holy Willie is one of these Pharisaical creatures who thanks God
because, although more sinful than many men, he is predestined
to Heaven while they are lost. He prays for the complete dis-
comfiture of his theological enemies. What thankfulness is this:
"I bles 3 and praise Thy matchless might,
When thousands Thou has left in night
That I am here before Thy sight,
For gift 8 and grace
A burning and a shining light
To a' this place
But all Burns 's satire is not of this biting sort. It is
sometimes good humored and full of fun. "Death and Doctor
Hornbook" is a notable example of this variety. The slightly
uncanny, but genial figure of Death appears to the poet and tells
of his competition with Doctor Hornbook, a quack apothecary, in
the carrying on of his trade. He complains because the quack is
sending his patrons to the grave more rapidly than he, himself. So
telling was this piece of satire that the poor apothecary was
forced to leave the country.
In spite of his sincerity and hatred of sham, once in a
while Burns was betrayed into moralizing in the most conditional
eighteenth century style. This was expressed in English: for he
was never tempted to be so didactic in the vernacular. "Verses
in Friar's Carse Hermit age" is typical of this moralizing vein:
"Life is but a day at most
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Sprung from night, in darkness lost;
Hope not sunshine every hour,
Fear not clouds will always lour
Happiness is but a name,
Make content and ease thy aim.
Ambition is a meteor-gleam;
Fame a restless , airy dream;"
A goodly fund of humour was possessed by Burns. It
colors a great deal of his work. It is not always of a tangible
variety and is sometimes elusive and hard to define. At times,
also, it is rather coarse and crude, as his address "To a Louse"
on a fine lady's hat, which ends with the shrewd observation:
"6 wad some Power the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us."
A certain spirit of reckless defiance was also char-
acteristic of our poet. He was not the man to bow with humility
under the weight of poverty or of disgrace. "A Poet's Felcome
to his Love-Begotten Daughter" shows his defiance to society whose
laws he has violated. This trait is best expressed in "M'Pherson'e
Farewell." This noted outlaw was defiantly gay even at the foot o|
the gallows
"Sae rantingly, sae wantonly,
Sae daunt ingly gaed he,
Ee play'd a spring, and danced it round
Below the gallows tree."
Burns could ever sympathize with the humble and the low.
His pity for the unfortunate finds an apt expression in "A Winter
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Might," which is not so much a plea for mercy as the voice of
Mercy herself. The joys of rustic frolic are sympathetically
describe! in his "Halloween. And nowhere in the whole range of
English literature is the life of the outcast so realistically
and powerfully portrayed as in "The Jolly Beggars." Carlyle thinks
this is Burns 1 s masterpiece. The poem gives us a cross-section of
the life in a low tavern. The light of the poet's imagination
is flashed upon the assemblage of reprobates at Poosie Nansie's
and welds the whole picture into a piece of consummate art. The
broken soldier, the ruffian, the drab, the tinker, the fiddler and
the degenerate bard each express in song his conception of life.
The bard sums up the defiant philosophy of the whole under-world
in the song:
"Life is all a variorum,
We regard not how it goes;
Let them prate about decorum
7,110 have characters to lose.
"A fig for those by law protected '.
Liberty's a glorious feast,
Courts for cowards were erected
Churches built to please the priest '.
"
Superstition, also, receives her dues in the masterpiece,
"Tarn o' Shanter." This poem harmonizes almost the whole gamut of
human feelings. The description ranges from the ridiculous to the
sublime and terrible, and from the beautiful to the acualid and
ugly. Tarn, drinking with his boon-companions, and dreading the
gloomy night outside and the anger of his waiting wife, felt com-
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pelled at length to start home. The night was ghastly; the wind
blew and the thunder rolled. Tam rode along on hie good gray
mare safely until he came to Alloway-Kirk where found the
devil and a bevy of witches and warlocks indulging in their even-
ing revels.
"As Tammie glowe'd, amaz'd, and curious,
The mirth and fun grew fast and furious;
The piper loud and louder blew,
The dancers quick and quicker flew,
They reel'd, they set, they cross' d, they cleekit,
Till ilka carlin s?/at and reekit,
And coost her duddies to the wark,
And linket at it in her sarkl"
The drunken Tam viewed the scene, spellbound, at first; but
finally his hilarity got the better of him and he betrayed him-
self and had to flee for his life. Good Meg carried him over
the bridge just in time to save his life, but she left her tail
in the witch's hands. The whole story is told in a most graphic
realistic way; the devil and the witches are as genuine as the
kirk itself. Burns could enter heartily into the superstitious
beliefs of the poor peasant, and it seems a pity that he never
tried his hand at the long narrative poem.
Burns had an extraordinarily sympathetic love for
animate and inanimate nature. He seems able to understand
animal psychology. The feeling? of man and animal are blended in
"The Auld Farmer's Ilew-Year Morning Salutation to his Auld Mare
Maggie." The farmer feel6 a kinship with the old horse who has
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shared so many years of toil with him. Burns can sympathize with
the "Wee, sleekit, cowrin, tim'rous" mouse whose nett he hast
turned up with the plow. He is indignant over the wounded hare and
condemns the cruelty of hunting. Like Cowper he has a very
sentimental attitude towards animals. Inanimate nature, however,
is rarely ever described by him for her own sake; his attitude
is more that of the balladist. Nature is inseparable from man,
and is used only as a background for the human drama. Sometimes
there is a contrast between external Nature and the state of the
human heart as in "The Banks o 1 Doon"; and at other times there
is a harmony between the two as in "The Gloomy Night is Gathering
Fast.
"
"The gloomy night is gath'ring fast,
Loud roars the wild, inconstant blast;
Yon murky cloud is filled with rain,
I see it driving o'er the plain;
The hunter now has left the moor,
The scattered coveys meet secure;
While here I wander, pressed with care,
Along the lonely banks of Ayr."
No one could accuse Burns of any social short-comings.
He was a genuine good-fellow with everyone, and that often meant
taking a glass too many for the sake of congenial company. And
naturally this good-fellowship and love of wine is reflected in
his poetry. "Auld Lang Syne" is the classic of poems of friend-
ship. "The Whistle" celebrates a famous drinking bout. "Willie
Erew'd a Peck o' ^aut" is probably the best of his drinking songs,
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with its chorus of:
"TJe are na fou, we're nae that fou,
But just a drappie in our e ' e '.
The cook may craw, the day may daw,
And ay we'll taate the barley-bee."
It is especially as a love-poet that Burns has his place
in the hearts of his countrymen. The majority of his songs deal
with this theme. His nature was eminently capable of loving and
lie c~uld write of love with a master-hand. He treats of love in
all it 8 variations. We have a pure, hopeful affection and a high
ideal of womanhood in "My Nannie, 0." Love's despair is expressed
in "Thou Gloomy December" and in "A Fend Kiss." This last song
has a passage which contains the germ of many a romance:
"Had we never lov*d sae kindly,
Had we never lov'd sae blindly,
Never met - or never parted -
We had ne'er been broken-hearted."
Love is treated in a jocular, rollicking vein in "Duncan Gray."
"A Lass 7i' a Locher" expressed admirably the materialistic point
of view of one who marries for money. And the defiant attitude
cf the illicit lover is portrayed in "nad I the Wyte." But we
like Burns best when he sings of tender, ennobling love. The
beautiful love of husband and wife that lasts on into old age is
expressed by the silvery-haired matron of "John Anderson My Jo."
The best love-song in the language is, I think, the one Burns com-
posed in honor of the young woman who nursed him in his last ill-
ness. His passion is now spent and pare ideal love shines forth
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in its splendor. The poem expresses the true meaning of a man's
noble love for a woman. We will quote it in full:
"0, wert thou in the cauld blast
On yonder l*a, on yonder lea,
My plaidie to the angry airt,
I'd shelter thee, I'd shelter thee.
Or did Misfortune's bitter storms
Around thee blaw, around thee blaw,
Thy bield should be my bosom,
To share it a', to share it a'.
Or were I in the wildest waste,
She black and bare, sae black and bare,
The desert were a Paradise
If thou wert there, if thou wert there.
Or were I monarch of the globe,
Wi 1 thee to reign, wi' thee to reign,
The brightest jewel in my crown
Wad be my queen, wad be my queen."
We have treated the wide range of feelings found in
Burns' s poetry at length, because the artistic expression of gen-
uine emotion is his great and lasting contribution to English
Literature. Not that he does not possess a considerable metricnl
skill. In his poems are to be found perfect examples of all the
verse forms common to the Scottish vernacular poets. He is a
master of rhythm and his songs almost sing themselves. Still he
is pre-eminent in that which is most valuable in a poet, in the
power of revealing the intricacies of the human heart.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
This thesis has "been a general survey of the Scottish
poetry of the eighteenth century for the purpose of showing that
it was a distinct contribution to the English literature of the
century. To conclude we will give a very brief summary of the
various phases of this contribution.
Allan Ramsay carried on the vernacular tradition end
wrote the best pastoral drama in the language. By means of his
editorial activity, he preserved many songs which would otherwise
have been lost. He and the other ^inor poets in the vernacular
did their most important work in preparing the way for Burns.
James Thomson was the nature poet, par excellence, of the first
half of the century. He was the first to describe nature purely
for her own sake and was an important forerunner of Wordsworth.
He caught and reflected much of the spirit of Spenser in "The
Castle of Indolence" and furnished a model for Collins, Keats
and Tennyson. James Beattie was another pioneer In Wordsworth ian
romanticism. Home's "Douglas" was the first modern melodrama and
was the best tragedy of the century. The poems of Ossian stimuated
interest in the old Celtic traditions and started a vast wave of
sentimentalism through Europe. Fergusson was the immediate fore-
runner of Eurns was was the poet-laureate of old Edinburgh. Robert
Burns stands out as the greatest song-writer in the English
lan^ma^e. His poetry reveals marvelously well the inmost recesses
of the human heart,
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There was but little great poetry written in Scotland
during the eighteenth century; but the Scotch literary product
?:as more genuine and le98 artificial, than moat of that of
England. The genuineness and newness of the product made it a
valuable contribution because it helped freshen the streams of
English poetry E nd lead the way to the new romantic movement.
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